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Edinburgh Supports Strike
by Steve Martin

At present, public donations
and union levy are keeping the
men solvent and are sufficiently
high to fund wages, at 80% of the
average take-home pay, for all of
Edinburgh's ambulance staff,
none of whom are now reviewing
any income whatsover from the
Scottish Ambulance Service.
Despite this unprecedented
generosity, reduced incomes and
general tensions are leading to
increased domestic problems , in a
profession where the divorce rate
is in any case high. Mr McCourt
cited at least two cases of serious
domestic difficulties, directly
atributable to the dispute.

EDINBURGH'S city centre
was brought to a standstill on
Tuesday lunchtime when an
estimated 1,000 people joined
a march in support of the
ambulance wokers' 11 per
cent pay claim.
The march , from Waterloo
Place, along · Princes Street,
culminating in a rally at the George
Street
Assembly
Rooms,
comprised large numbers of
pensioners and trade unionists as
well as ambulancemen themselves.
Those who managed to get into
the crowded rally heard an
impassioned speech from local MP
Nigel Griffiths, who blamed the
g~>Vemment for prolonging the
d1spute and urged the Primne
Minister to "spend time with the
ambulance crews and less time with
television crews, the next time she
visits the scene of a disaster" .
The best reception, however,
was reserved for Alan Stewart, a
shop steward at Momingside
ambulance depot , who received a
standing ovation before and after a
speech in which he thanked the
general public for "their incredible
generosity in this time of crisis ~' and
suggested that a victory in the longrunning dispute could lead to a
" renewal of the spirit of the welfare
state".
The march and rally were part of
a nationwide day of action which
brought similar events to Dundee,
Abedeen, Dumfries and Glasgow, EDINBURGH was catawhere a mass rally was addressed pulted to the centre of the
by George Galloway MP and Jane
McKye of the local trades council, ambulance dispute 1st Friday
and in London where Robin Cook, when the city's staff were
the Livingstone MP and Shadow effectively "locked out" by
Health spokesman, delivered a management, leaving operaspeech.
tion of emergency cover to
One of Tuesday's actions was the the police.
call for a 15-minute solidarity strike
by all workers at 12 noon. Whilst
The move was brought about by
there was little sign of disruption to the decision of local ambulance
shops, restaurants· and transport controllers last Thursday, to
services, in Edinburgh at least, return to normal working, which
!hose participating in the stoppage according to Colin McCourt, a
mcluded the city's postmen, local shop steward at the Brunswick
government officials and students. Street depot, "pulled the rug from
Some 200 students responded to under our feet."
a call from EUSA for a midday
Union meetings were then
lecture boycott in Bristo Square, faced with a choice, between one
and according to the Union set of union guidelines which proSecretary, Martijn Quinn, £64 was . hi bit staff in dispute to take orders
raised for the ambulancemen. A from controllers receiving full
spokeman for NUS Scotland · pay, or to follow a different set
welcomed student involvement in which insist on the provision of
the dispute as proof "that we are accident and emergency cover.
not just living in our own little
The crews, having opted for the
world".
former, did however report for

Nonetheless the crews and their
families are bolstered by opinion
polls such as one carried out last
week which revealed that 80% of
the public supported their 10%
wage claim, and that 60% would
support an all-out stoppage, .
should a national strike ballot
take place. They put this level of
support down to the tactics they
have used and to general public
discontent at current wage levels.
The battle for the nation's
backing has displayed what Colin
McCourt describes as "a new
unionism" . The ambulancemen's
chief spokesman, Roger Poole,
has rejected the adversial stance
epitomised by the miner's leader
Arthur Scargill, preferring to
imitate the calm, considered tones
. of the his management foes.
their Friday shifts as usual, being
willing to answer calls for help
from the police and public, but
arrived to find their vehicles
immobilised. It is therefore incorrect, the crews claim, to label last
weekend's actions as a "strike"
since at no point did they with~
draw tMir labour.
The staff at Brunswick Street
emphasise that their unions were
locked in negotiations with the
Scottish Ambulance service from
Thursday
night,
but their
attempts to find a solution were
thwarted, they claim by management intransigence. They point to
their decision on Saturday to
authorise twelve local staff to provide skeleton emergency cover,
on a voluntary and non-payment
basis as a measure of their desire
to minimalise any harm to the
public.
Spe;king to Student on Monday , Mr McCourt described himself as "totally disgusted" at what

he said were propaganda attempts
by management to use the death
of a child last Friday morning ~o
discredit the men's case. He
added that both Lothian Police
and the child's father had publicly
stated tharthe ambulam:emen
were in no way to blame for the
tragedy.
Meanwhile plans are now
underway to
establish
an
emergency service, using unpaid
under
the
ambulancemen
auspices of Lothian Regional
Council. Once this is up and running the city's crews intend to
severe their remaining links with
the Scottish Ambulance Service,
until the dispute is resolved.
The sense of relief amongst the
staff at this new development is
evident, with Colin McCourt
commenting "without it , we could
lose the dispute and we don't want
to
see anyone suffering,"
although they stress that it will be
no substitute for the full pre-dispute service.

The current levels of pay, which
the government is prepared to
increase by 6.5% have attracted
widespread criticism. At present a
fully qualified accident and
emet:gency team earns £10,093 pa
an411Wse drivers on the patient
transport duties, considerably
less.
These rates are forcing many
staff to take part-time jobs to supplement their earnings, even
though this is strictly prohibited
by official regulations. One Edinburgh ambulanceman, recently
discivered driving a taxi on his rest
day was subsequently severely
cautioned and reprimanded by ·
management.
Whilst the twenty week long
dispute is beginning to take its
hold on morale, Colin McCourt .
remains convinced that "We are
going to win this di pute, pro- vided we can stay united," and
should they lose, he and many
others, predict that hundred of
ambulancemen will leave the ervice.
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,Galbraith
comes to EU

· ·
. .
the ·introduction of the welfare Western advice that they could
In ~ts ~peech •. tt _Is cl~ that state. A return to the Smithian possibly use or should ever conGalbratth ts contmumg
·
template" he urgently stressed that
. hts cher- f ree market ,.ts some th.mg we m
.
· ished role as watchdog against un- the West do not have, would not "On one step ther~ - should be no
thinking acceptance of popular tolerate and could not survive. hesitation. That is for the Western
perceptions. He warns against the Ours is a mellow government . countries and Japan to come
"simplistic ideology" that is shap- protected life."
'
promptly and generously to the
ing the current discussion of the ·
·
assistance of the countries now in
upheaval in ·Eastern Europe. This · Western government's' success the process of liberalization. This
simplistic ideology pictures a ·hinges on their ability to promote is the moment of need. Freedom
"starkly bipolar world." On the economic growth, prevent infla- must not be seen to have a heavy
one side is communism and on Lion, anad limit unemployment It economic price." Galbraith insits
the other is capitalism. Each of is to this type of government that that the resources are available in
these sides exist in their pure the Eastern European countries the West. These resources will not
unadulterated form. Politicians, should aspire, says Galbraith. be freed, however, until the West
academicians, and joumalits all They should seek not capitalism releases itself from the hold of the -·
seem to believe that communism but "the modem state with a large, burueacratick truth that the milihas failed ~d that capitalism ~as indispensable, mellowing and sta- · tary establishment and budget
emerged trmmphant. They predtct bilizing role for government."
must be perpetually expanded. If
that the affected Eastern European
·
the United States would make one
countriesand eventually the Soviet
Socialism failed because it less bomber and send the freed reUn~~nw~ll ~ake. their ';!ay to could not produce enough con- source~ to Eastern Europe, these
the captta!.tst m~vana, s~y~ sumer goods and could not con- c~untnes' transition ~ould cer- ~alb~att~. The p~1m~ es~~nttal . tend with the "special problems" tamly be eased, Galbratth asserts.
m. thts h.n.e of thmkmg ~s that- of agriculture, says Galbraith.
~astern Europe an~ th~ Soviet
thts
transition
be
complete.
~socialism
was
also
weakened
by
Umon
are now expenencmg one·
Proffessor J.K.
..........-...
Galbr~ith views the r~cent its development of a sprawling o~ the greatest moments in their
of
politicriticize
popular
opinion
by A:tnc Stuldherer
cal and economic phenomena. changes m _Eastern E~rope differ- and stagnant bureaucracy. This bu- htsto~y. Tha~ moment is also
John Kenneth Galbraith, · Ever since he worked under ently. so differently, m fact, that reaucracy fostered what Galbraith ours, Galbraith says in concluProfessor of Economics Emeritus Franklin Roosevelt, Galbraith has he states that anyone who believes calls "bureaucratic truths." sion. "Adaptation ..... and not a deat Harvard University, delivered been known for his unconven- · that th~ affected Eastern European Bureaucracies, be they capitalist or· scent to primitive capitalism is
• · socialist define their own truths . now the need. I is an untrod road;
the 1990 Encyclopaedia Britannica tional stances on conventional countries areand should be
lecture at Play fair library Hall on topics. In ·addition to holding of- . 0~ ~~road to pristine c~pital- to suit their won needs, regardless •if cannot be negotiated by adherWednesday, the 24th of January. fice under various United States tsm ts wrong to the pomt of of how much these fabricated ance to rigid rules. It requires,
alas, the painful processes of
The theme of his lecture was presidents, Galbraith produced mental vacuity."_ C~anges in the truths diverge from reality.
· ·
thought. That has, in all eco"Ideology Versus Reality: The several controversial and readable structure of capitalism rendered
Although Galbraith realises nomic ages, been resisted, as it is
Conflict East and West."
works, including the incisive The obsolescent even tht term capitalGalbraith's lecture was hardly Affluent Society and The Age of ism itself." the capitalist system ·that the Eastern European coun- being resisted now. There is sadly,
was saved and forever alltered by · tries are " more ill. receipt of no alternati~e ."
the first time he has been quick to Uncertainty.

C ;\.1\tJ>lJS
~.~()

C ;\ 1\/1J>LIS
by Louise Wilson
and Conal_Urquart
NEWCASTLE: Last Thursday,
the Sun newspaper printed a headline "Clarke ftees as man dies at his
feet". On Wednesday afternoon,
the minister for health, while
doing a film on the ambulance service accompanied a crew to an

emergency at the university. As he
watched the crew attempt to resuscitate the victim, the Sun claims he
was 'heckled' by angry students
and eventually 'chased away'.
Sources in the University say that
although students were there they '
too were watching the drama and
that Clarke, far from being heckled, was not even recognised.
EAST ANGLIA: The BBC will be
at the U.E.A. tbis week to film a
debate on the subject of student
loans. The speakers are Sarah
Adams of the National Union of
Students and Philip Malcolm, a
former leader of the Conservative

Students. However the University
has decide to veto the debate and
has imposed a ban on cameras.
The Students Union says the
debate will go ahead regardless
and even if the venue is ringed by
Security guards, they expect a ,
10% turnout of the total student
body:
UMIST: Grip, the student newspaper has been under fire this
week. The Islamic Society has
forced it to withdraw this weeks
issue over an article on Salman
Rushdie and another on the Ba'hai '
religion which is apparently perse- ·
cuted in many middle Eastern ·
countries.
'

Nye Plays Down
U.S. Decline
This . effect, Nye explained,
referred to the huge boom in ·
America. after the war; which left
REPORTS OF the decline of the U.S. relatively unscathed.
the United States as the while other countries rebuilt·
themselves out of the rubble. This :
worlds most dominant super- artificial boost to the economy has .
power' have been . greatly now worked its way through the
exaggerated accordmg to system and according to the
Professor Joseph Nye ofHar- · decline reached its peak in the
vard University.
mid-seventies.
At the same tiine the Russian ·
At a lecture in. Old College J~st economy has also suffered badly. ·
Thursday entitled, "The Chang- · Only 8% of Soviet industry is of
ing Nature of Power in World world standa~d- Nye commented
Politics" Professor Nye spoke of . that_ the Soviet_ economy lagged
the diffusion of power causing behmd because It had not adapted
uncertainty in how to interpret the to what he termed as "the third
c.urrent world political situation. economic revolution" namely that
He pointed out that the, so-called of
information
technology.
decline of the U.S. has been mis- Another factor, considered siginterpreted, and was instead a nificant by the Professor, was the
consequence of "the world war burden on the U.S.S .R. of
defence expenditure, which he
two effect".
by Jennie Morrison

said, was even greater than that of
the United States.
According to Nye, the costliness of the use of military force
was one of the factors causing the .
diffusion of world power. He also .
stressed the significance of
·economic interdependence as
another crucial factor. He also
cited the growing nationalism
within Russia, the spread of
technology and the increase of
"trans-national issues" such as
AIDS, terrorism and the environment, as helping to undermine the
influence of the superpowers.
Professor Nye concluded that
due to this new interdependence,
nations will increasingly seek cooperation "to get what they tradi- ·
tionally fought
for".
The
emergence of multi-lateral institutions are just the first manifestation of what he considers will be a
continuing trend.

In addition to this Grip has
decided to wage war on its Goliath
like counterpart Mancunion; the
newsp~tper of Manchester University . In one editorial it insulted the ·
editor for allowing an entire page
to be dedicated to himself for his
21st birthday. It also attacked the
Union sabbaticals for egotism and
going on a freebie trip to Bologna
to attend a student convention,
which incidentally was also
attended by the sabbaticals of .
Edinburgh University. The corn- '
munications officer, who was singled out for treating the union like a
personal fiefdom, was sufficiently
incensed to enter Grip's office and

shout and scream like a "big
baby". He then proceeded to
theow water on and ruin 3000
copies of the newspaper, for which
he may face criminal prosecution.
The journalists at Grip have
admitted doing "hatchet job" on
their larger and richer neighbour·

LEEDS: The appearance of a
number of pro-Salman Rushdie
posters at the university has led to ·
the resignation of a lecturer amidst
accusations of racism. It was also
alleged that he had shown a racist
bias in the marking of essays.

Council Pay
'Ridiculous'
by Craig Williams
THE E. U. Conservativy
Association speaker la~
Monday was Ken Ferguson,
Edinburgh District councillor for Morningside.
Although an outspoken critic of
the local government system, he
described what he saw as the role
councils should be playing. Mr
Ferguson made clear his view saying that a single-tier system of
local government could provide
all the necessary services required
in an area and added that councillors should behave as if they were
running a business and thus act as
"representatives of share holders ,
not company directors".
He described the rates of allowance paid to councillors as
" ridiculous" and instead sup-

ported the Governments recomendation of £2700 for district
councillors and £3400 for those
serving the regton. He pointed out
that he rate in Scotland was a
great deal higher than in· England
· or Wales.
He then went on to attack the
, local Labour Party councillors,
citing specifically the representative for Inch as· someone from "a
council estate never seen in his
area". In contnist he claimed that
Conservative councillors have "a
more listening ear".
Mr Ferguson concluded by
blasting fellow Conservatives who
argued with official policy.
Defending the Secretary of State
Mr Malcolm Rifkind from recent
criticism, he stated that Conservatives in local office "should not
undermine the government wh!ch
gives these people such a h1gh
public profile".
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ory Paper
Withdrawn

by Mark Campanile
and Andrew Heavens
THE

BIRST

issue

of

Capitalist Worker, the new
Conservative students' newspaper, has been withdrawn
after threats -of legal action
from beleagured Lith MP
Ron Brown.
The newspaper has printed a
spoof advert which invited applications for Labour candidates to
replace Ron .B rown and Glasgow
Hillhead MP George Gallowayj. It
listed · eight "essential · requjrementsi for prospective Labour
MPs: they included being '1pot
ugly", and "friends of Gadaff\ and
Gerry Adams" and having the
ability "to smash up people's
houses."
Mr Brown described the situation as "a new low in British politics"
while
Mr
Galloway
described the producers of
Capitalist Worker as juvenile fast ists too.
•

The papers editor, ex-president
of Edinburgh University Club,
Martin D.C. Burns, described the
incident as "harmless fun" he said
the newspaper was trying to show
that the Tory Party had something
to offer young people. ·
Reports suggest that the Scottish party chairman Michael Forsyth MP, had seen the free-sheet
before publication and had read
all the copy, which has been
denied by Scottish Conservative
party headquarters.
· A spokesman for the party told
Student that Michael Forsyth had
"seen lots of and pieces of the
paper, very much at the eleventh
hour, and he's positive he didn't
see any of the offending material
.including the ad."
It is understood that Mr Forsyth
did see an editorial attacking
ambulance . workers, and had
advised Mr Burns not to print it. .
However, when th·e paper was
published this week it included
the article telling ambulance
workers "If you're not prepared
to accept the nine per cent pay rise
then find some other taxi firm to

employ you."
Commenting on this article,
NUPE spokesman Ken Seaward
told Student, "This is a typical
response from people who are so
rich and self-centred that they do
not need to care about anybody
else.''
A spokesman for the Labour
Party told Student that Capitalist
Worker has "an example of .the
nasty-behaviour which is typical of
the people of the people who are
now runnning the Conservative
Party in Scotland."
Martin Burns, "harmless fun"

The Scottish Conservative
party are understood to be embarrassed and angry about this latest
example of Conservative Student
journalism. In November last
year Michael Forsyth stopped the
publication of the Scottish Young
Conservatives Magazine Blue
Moves which contained an article .
attacking Ann a McCurley, a
former Conservative MP. Douglas Young, the party's Scottish
director of operations, is considering what action to take over

Seer Slams
Sell- oCCs

Martin D.C Burns and his two At the time of going to press, the
editorial colleagues Edward Labour Party sent in this response:
Brocks and Clive Shulman.
"Capitalist worker is symptomatic
of the paranoia prevailing the ScotCapitalist Worker is being tish Conservative Party today. The
funded by the Scottish Conserva- factthatTorystudents produce such
tive Party's .JOUth department irrelevant gutter politics shows just
fund to the sum of £900 per issue.
how they are clutching at straws.
It is planned to have 3 issues a
Tory
students are as meaningless
year, running to 20,000 copies
which will be distributed to uni- and margianlised to the student
versities and colleges throughout body and Scottish politics as any
Scotland.
other street corner"

N e'-Vs Diges-t
The Edinburgh University Savoy
Opera Group presented over
£2,000 to Cancer Relief last week
at a ball attended by the Duchess of
Roxburghe the charity Vice-President. The money was raised from
the Charity Gala performance of
the group's recent production of
Gilbert and Sullivan's Iolanthe.

Leith M.P. Ron Brown faces a
major deselection battle after his
constituency party passed a vote of
no confidence following his recent
court case. The M.P.'s wife, May,
could well take her husbands place
if he fails to win reselection.

well". Alex Neil, ofthe SNP, criti- Gregor, Kemp and Baroness Sear
by Ed Humpherson
cised the "naive" view that private had said, and even criticised some
BARONESS Sear,(. deputy · sector equals good, public sector of the points made by Burns and
Stevenson. He said, however,
equals bad.
leader of the ·SLD in the
The opposition to the motion that some areas of privatisation
The latest edition of Hull's
House of Lords, said on that privatisation places ideology had been successful.
The Scott Monument, on Princes rag magazine has angered the local
Monday night that privatisa- above common sense was conThe debate was friendly and Street, is to be closed to the public branch of Rape Crisis, a charity
tion places ideology before fused. Martin Burns, of EU Con- humorous, with Alex Neil , who for two years for cleaning. The 100 that offers support to rape victims.
common sense. If services to servatives, and Struan Stevenson, was replacing Margaret Ewing, foot monument will be hidden After the magazine printed jokes
the consumer improved, she prospective cJnservative candi- saying it was not he who was play- under a mass of scaffolding while concerned with rape, the group
said, she was in favour; if not, date for Edinburgh South, both ing the part of the "bonnie lassie" work
expected to cost around have refused to accept a donation
asserted the good sense of privati- but Struan Stevneson. Arnold £265,000 goes on.
of £700 from the rag committee. A
she found it repugnant.
1 sation: Stevenson on the grounds Kemp bowed to the greater
disclaimer on behalf of the StuShe was speaking in favour of a that nationalisation had been a experience of Baroness Sear, not Edinburgh's football clubs have dents Union and the University
motion at the EU Debates Corn- disaster, while Burns said that. for political reasons, but because expressed unease with the conclu- Chancellor has been stamped on
. mittee in Teviot. Her debating privatisation increased efficiency. she had been burgled 18 times to sion reached by Lord Justice the cover of each issue evading
colleagues took a similar line, However, the final speaker in his four. This arose in the context Taylor's enquiry into the Hill- responsibility for the offending
with Charles MacGregor saying favour of privatisation, Arnold of Kemp's point that you can sborough
disaster.
Wallace jokes.
that the government's sale of kemp, editor of the Glasgow respect the skill, guile and ractice Mercer, Chairman of Hearts
utilities amounted to "selling not Herald, took a different line. He of a thief, but not his ideology. By states "The simple truth is that the
Finally, the
only the family silver, but the found himself, he said, in agree- implication, he seemed to be say- moneyisnottheretobuildnewall- Ed' b
h U .
L 'b
1 era 1
plumbing and the light -sockets as ment with most of what Mac- ing the same of privatisation.
seated grounds." Scottish football
m urg
mversity
----------------......;~-------------------------,as a whole will not be legally Democrats have anno~nced that
forced, as English clubs will be, to · ~addy A~hdown M.P. will be cornprovide all seated stadia. The state mg to Ed~burgh. The lead~r of the
of the Scottish game was corn- ' ~.L.D. will addrcs~ a public meet.plimented on many points by Lord mg at the chaplamcy centre on
Taylor.
Monday 5th March at 5:30p.m

Books Flo'od In
by Susan Stephen

BOOKS

ARE BEGINNING to collect at Edinburgh University Library
from all over Scotland, as
support grows for the 'J?ooks
For Romania' appeal, which
was launched last week.
On Wednesday, at the Scottish
Book of the Year Award, Magnus
Linklater,
editor of 'The
Scotsman', took advantage of
having an audience of Scottish
publishers by making a plea for
their support in the appeal.
- Scottish media have also given
much needed publicity to the campaign. 'The Scotsman' are planning to print an eight hundred
word article about the appeal,
written by Isobel Murray of the
English Department of Aberdeen
University.
Isobel
-became

involved with . the campaign on
learning of the problems in
· R<;>mania from contacts she has
there.
The 'Glasgow Herald' are
intending to print photogra~s
within the next few days showing
the progress of the book collection.
Every Scottish University has
pledged support and it is. hoped
that their donations, wh1ch are
expected to arrive next week,
could amount to as many as
15,000 books. An Edinburgh resident has given £500 to the appeal
to be used for future assistance in
purchasing necessary books for
Romania.
Alex Dimitriu, a second year
French and European Institutions
student at Edinburgh who was
bern in Romania, has volunteered
to help sort out and pack the
books as they arrive at the Vniversity Library. ·

Because of the expected success of the appeal, organisers are ·
now considering extending their
help by creatiug contacts with
further university libraries in
·Romania and elsewhere. On
Thursday Sally Wood,.one of the
appeal's organisers, is meeting
Sandor Sazakas, a .representative
of the Hungarian Protestant
Church, to discuss the formation
:of direct links between Scottish
. and Hungarian students. This
· meeting was made possible by
Rory Macleod, a divinity student
at St. Andrew's University, who
will be one of the student representatives. on the convoy transporting the books to Romania,
·which w·in leave Edinburgh in
mid-February. The other s~udent
who will join the convoy is
expected to be lan Younger, a
second year Politics student at
Edinburgh University.
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Holiday
Fancy three months in the
Caribbean? Unlimited sun,
sand and sea, not to mention
the Red Stripe that flows on
those Islands of Paradise ... all
expenses paid and even the
possibility of making a few
quid ... surely not a bad proposition?
All you have to do in return is
risk life and limb in front of a
quartet of the world's most hostile
fast bowlers, all trying their
utmost to hit what every batsman
values above all.. .his body!
This condition alone would be
enough to scare most of us , but
this Winter sees s party of English
cricketers embark on the most
perilous of all cricketing journeys.
A Winter in the Caribbean could
well make last Summer's debacle
at the hands of the Austrailians
look tame .
But is it possible, or wise, to
dwell any longer on the hopelessness of the English predicament?
The supposed hero of the English
revival, "Lord" Ted Dexter has
already done enough damage to
any confidence that our young
hopefuls might have had , by
assuring them and us that England
are, "one of the worst" Test teams
and that the West Indies are, "one
of the best".
Instead of pointing out the
inherent weaknesses in the
English team and assuring them
that they will not win a single
game, it may well be more valuable to assess the strengths that
th~y do possess and how they
might best be employed against
the greatest side in the world.
The first bit of reassuring news
for our intrepid heroes , new and
old alike, has little to do with cricket. They should be reminded
that after the disasters of the Summer and the subsequent disarray
that has been obvious in the
higher echelons of our game,
there is no pressure on them to
return victorious. No one is
expecting miracles; the rebuilding
that needs to be done is long term
and perhaps the West In dies is not
the ideal place to start.
But the time-table for International cricket can not be altered;·
we merely have to make the best
of a bad situation.

English cricket has been a leaky
ship for a long time; sporadic success in Austrailia and a good
World Cup in India merely staved
off what was inevitable. It has
taken a torrid Summer to make
the selectors realize that the job of
creating a solid Test team is a long
term proposition, that young
players have to be bought in at the
earliest opportunity and· given
some consistent support.
Imran Khan played his First
Class debut at the age of sixteen,
and was playing at the highest
level not long afterwards; his policy of "blooding" young talent has

Botham-like heroics ... are they
been given widespread coverage.
His ideas have been critisized on
the grounds that many good prospects would be ruined by such
early exposure, but surely a
genuine talent would succeed if
given the proper support?
Unfortunately, our selectors
are not the greatest supporters of
their players. The last few years
have seen numerous examples of
players being badly handled. The
case of Michael Atherton is just
the latest, but seems most alarming. Atherton was hailed as the
new English captain, and given his
first chance in the final Teat of last
Summer.
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Hell?

. He performed creditably, his 46
in the second innings proving his
worth. And yet he has not been
picked to go to the West lndies,
along side other young players
such as Hussein and Ellcock. This
is just the sort of confidence trick
that shoulq be avoided if we are to
build a strong, cohesive unit that
can compete with the likes of
Austrailia or the West Indies.
But enough griping about what
we are lacking. The main concern
is how we are to cope with a rapacious West Indian bowling attack
and batsmen that can destroy any
bowler with consumate ease.

Assuming that we do manage to
score a reasonable amount of
runs , how do we stop them from ·
doing the same? Viv Richards is
just the first in a string of outragerealistic?
ous batting talent: Frankly the
likes of Gladstone Small and Phill
Firstly, how are we going to DeFreitas are not good enough to
score any runs? Robin Smith is the get these men out consistently; all
man in form, and his forthright they can do is try and restrict, in
style and straight technique. an attempt to give the batsmen a
should be best suited to the likes target.
of Marshall and Patterson. Gooch
The outlook, therefore, is
is perhaps the only man still playing who has destroyed ? West bleak. Without wanting to sound
Indian attack on their home soil, unnecessarily defensive, England
his belligerent 152 on the last tour must realise that their only way of
was a feast of aggression. Allan avoiding a 5-0 drubbing is by
Lamb is also reknowned for his drawing a game, and this will not
success against the West Indies, be done by try to beat the West
especially on their last tour of Indians at their own game.
In short, don't listen to, the
England, when he was the only
inevitable
moaning of the Press,
man to take a century off them in
be
worried about play a
and
don't
a test match .
natural game.

THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
forst tought hill ascent) and

HARE AND HOUNDS
Haries' Vice-Capt. lan Harkness
achieved
his University Individuai
THE SUSF Cross-Country
SUSF title by winning the race
Championships took place in comfortably.
Edinburgh last weekend and
Neil Thin, also in his last SUSF
the home teams dominated,
competition, ran ably to finish 3rd
picking up a large number of for the bronze medal. The team
medals.
competition was in no doubt
despite some of the comment~
Perhaps there was a considerable home advantage; after all we
chose the course, and we knew the
Braid Hills well from training.
However, the victories were
decisive. Yvette Hague ran her
first cross-country race for a long
time and showed her class, win- ·
ning the women's race easily.
Her team mates Rachel McFadden and Claire Bolland helped
Edinburgh to the first team prize
ahead of Glasgow. Sympathies
must go to Charlotte McFadden
_who was forced to drop out part
way round while in a good race
pOsition.,

from some spectators (a former
Edinburgh captain was heard to
say "It's very close ... "). Edinburgh won 20 points from Glasgow, with Adam Eyre-Walker,
James Garland, Hugh Nicholson
and Will Ramsbottom making up
the team.

CANOE POLO

ON SATURDAY in the
impressive
Easterhouse
Sports Centre, Edinburgh's
students fought it out in the
Scottish Canoe Polo Championships, something which
The men's race was twice as
was
hailed by BBC Reportlong (6 miles) and quite fiercely
ing
Scotland
as "Scotland's
fought over. A leading pack broke
away after a couple of miles (on the fastest growing sport."

But the rest are· an unknown
quantity . Hussein is andoubtedly
a fine player but the strain of a
debut Test is enough for any
young player to contend with , let
alone in the West lndies at a time
of such popular and media attention. The same goes for the other
newcomers , but I hope that they
will at least be given the reassurance that their first attempt shall
not be their last.
Much has been made of the tactics that should be followed. One
thing is certain, however ; England should not expect to play
attacking, calypso-style cricket
and win. That is the West Indian
habit, and to try and beat them at
their own game i.s both ludicrous
and unrealistic. We must be prepared to play our own game, no
matter how hard this might seem.
To expect to walk down the
pitch and carve the ball over midwicket for six, a la Vivian
Richards, is pointless. For not
only are the bowlers that we face
the fastest in the world, they are
also the most potently accurate. It
is a myth to think that these men
just bowl fast and short; in his first
two Red Stripe games, Patrick
Patterson has so far taken 14 wickets, 9 of which have been bowled
or LBW. This hardly suggests that
Patterson and the rest are not capable of mercilessly dealing with
anything other, than perfect
defence .

The whole objective is getting
the ball into your opponent's net ,
by fair means or foul, and if his
boat or body just !lappens to get in
the way, well he had better be able
to roll; so the theory goes anyway.
Girls compete as well much to
the crowd's delight. Technique
rather than strength tends to win
the day, but our ladies team was
having an off day , three defeats
and not even a goal to show for it.
For a team that has only been
~ogether for two competitions,
Improvements has been marked.
A first victory imminent?
And the men? Well not much
better. The 'B' team didn't manage a point but against difficult
opposition; harder in fact than
that of the 'A' team who managed
to scrape one victory, before
being well and truly trounced by
West Lothian A- "the best team
in the country" according to one
triumphant team member.
Some consolation as .always
though, a fun day out, a warmer
and arguably .far more enjoyable
alternative to paddling conditions
and swimming on Rannoch Moor
in sub-zero January conditions.

BRIEFS
Application forms are now
available for the Intra Mural
Indoor Hockey Tournament, to
be held on sunday 4th February.
Forms are available at the Sports
Union office and must be made by
1st February.

Ian McGeechan may not be fit
enough to watch his side play Ireland in Dublin on Saturday. The
Scotland coach is flu' ridden, and
does not feel well enough to sit in a
dugout at Landsdown Road. Get
well soon lan!

Manager of Marcus Stephen
the weightlifter from Naur~
(population 8000) who won gold
in the featherweight last week
declared that the tiny Pacifi~
Island would either, "go into
shock or declare a national holiday.''

UEFA are investigating a claim
by Referee George Sandoz that
European Clubs bribed him with
sex and free shopping trips. If only
I'd known that refereeing could be
such fun.
·

Top Auckland medals so far:
Austrailia 29·- 21 - 20; Canada 21
- 17 - 15; England 14- 16- 18;
India 11- 10-7.

Quote of the week from snooker
player Bill Wirbenuik, "I had 28
pints and 10 double wiskeys, and
still played badly." Stick to the
drugs Bill, they're better for you!!

The Troon diver, Peter Smith,
who had trouble with his Greg
Louganis impression in Auckland
Ias week, is ready to compete
again. Smith damaged his arm and
shoulder in his accident when trying the hardest dive from the three
metre springboard.

Edinburgh Ladies (8 points)
won an Indoor Lacrosse Tournament in Perth on Sunday, having
beaten St Andrews on Saturday,
17-5.

BASKETBALL
THE LESS than stellar season of the DuKes basketball
team was eclipsed last night :_____________.
when the team broke its six
game losing streak in a win
last Friday, January 19th.

RESULTS

The Dukes have suffered from a Swimming
lack of organisation since the start
of the year due largely to the Men vs St Andrews Won •
asbsence of a coach but managed Women vs St Andrews Lost
to co-ordinate their somewhat
scrappy play sufficiently for the
Friday game.
The whole team played well
with good ball handling and intelligent passing from the guards
Robin Wilson (4 pts), Alan
Rockwell (3 pts), both from Scoland, and the American Pat Mescall (2 pts). The Mark Maclean (2
pts), Ed Power (24 pts), and
Raymond Attisha (47pts) all from
North America. .
Although the team is still in need
of a coach, the win gives a great
shot in the arm to the confidence of
the team and offers hope that they
can come roaring back into con·
tention by the end of the season.

Canoe Polo
Ladies v Selkirk 0-5 L
v Cats 0-7 L
-~
v Selkirk 0-4 L
Mens A v West Lothian A 0-5 /
v. Grange B 2-1 W

Volleyball
Ladies v Falkirk II 3-0 W
Men v Grange 0-3L
Men II v Balerno 0-3 L
Ladies v Balerno 0-3 L

Student
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Kay Trophy goes up North
. In the other Edinburgh team
aged to arrange substitutes very
Struan Macnee's form was not up
quickly and the games went ahead
to its usual standard and they too -without further hitch. Aberdeen
Sunday saw the annual Kay · went down heavily to a team of A got off to a great start against
Trophy, a curling competi- Dundee University lecturers. The Edinburgh A due partly to the fact
tion between Dundee, Edin- lecturers disgraced themselves by Hamish Lorrain-Smith ,• the Edinburgh and Aberdeen Univer- giving the impression that they burgh skipper was severely short
sities each University being . were above the students· and of match practice. The game then
represented by two teams. indeed better curlers. They also went from bad to worse when in
the fifth end Hamish needed to
proved themselves to be totally
The competition was decided unsporting when, after the fifth make a draw against three to save
by points and shots up for end they claimed Edinburgh were the end. The stone was a good
both teams i.e. their scores pursuing time wasting tactics, a weight and line but at the last
moment he managed t burn the
were added.
claim that was totally unfounded.
stone hence losing a three against
The third opening game was
the head . Final score 10-4 to
Dundee and Aberdeen both between Aberdeen Band Dundee
Aberdeen's Graham Cormack.
arrived in Edinburgh short of B, Dundee being one of the teams
Them followed a three hour
!'layers, Edinburgh University initially short of players. Because
had a full complement but the · of this they too went down heav- break during which many tenuous
majority were much the worse for ily, winning only two ends out of comments about each others masculinity (or lack of it) were passed
wear after a heavy night's drink- eight. Score 9-3 to Aberdeen.
The teams that were short manabout between Martin, Struan
ing.

·CURLING

and Hamish who had the bar to
themselves whilst ever~body else
went out to lunch. Once everybody had dragged themselves
back onto the ice for a game that
no-one really wanted to play, it
was obvious the half time banter
had improved both Ham ish and
Struan's form and temprament
missing Dundee player had
turned up to considerably
strengthen the Dundee B team,
Hamish's next opponents but
after getting his weight Hamish 's
confidence improved. A very tight
game ensued but in the end the 5-3
scoreline was in favour of the
Edinl;mrgh team. Graham Cormack, the Aberdeen A was faring
badly against the lecturers. After
the third end he was five shots
down but succeed in pulling back

and forcing the peel. ·at the same
'time pissing the lecturers off.
Struan was doing extremely.
' well but was plagued with pick
ups. He was leading 6-4 going into
the last end when three stones
picked up allowing the Dundee A
team to take a four and the match
8-6. Needless to say Struan was
slightly upset.
This was really the only blemish
on what was uncharacteristically.
good ice, partly due to the inftuence of two Canadian ice makers
who are doing a tour of Scotland.
The irony of the Kay Trophy is
that no-one wishes to win it as it is
the winners who have to organise
the competition next year. Next
year sees the competition in Aberdeen who were the eventual winners.

Making Anfield all seated
would .actually take its capacity
:3000 below its current average
gate and as Clive Berkin, QPR's
managing director points out
"What happens if 25,000 want to
get and the capacity is only
15,000?"
This problem need not be a
fatal one if commonsense is used.
When
[ visited Hampden
recently, for the Skol Cup final,
this problem was solved by having
This measure would have made
an all ticket game and then having
every potential football spectator
police check each supporter's ticin the country carry an identificaket 200 yards outside the ground
tion card .to get into matches
before letting them through.
which, if they misbehaved at the
The other inevitable problem
match, could be revoked.
of all seated grounds is the price
In this way, it was thought,
clubs will have to pay to convert
hooligans could be weeded out
grounds. The cost of the the meaand banned from football.
sure has been put at £130 million
Although this proposal at first
for England and Wales and the
seems attractive it has two huge
money will probably have to be
flaws , which most people confound by the clubs.
cerned with football objected to
Margaret Thatcher points out
-that most soccer violence hapthat £70 million was spent on
_pens outside football grounds and
transfers last year and although
more importantly , the delays
this shows that larger clubs could
The packed terraces that are oftPn the cause of the difficulty.
resulting from such a scheme
afford the measures, many small
(every card would take time to be 'Lord JJstice Taylor's report on the Hillsborough Disaster was published
clubs could now face the threat of
checked) would produce crowd this week. John JYorthcroft assesses how the report will affect Football,
extinction if they can't find the
congestion.
sums of money to convert their
·
The Government, however and what future there is for a peaceful game.
grounds.
and advocates like the football
pushed it through Parliament . As Heysel and Hillsborough things the report does is to realise
Thus the government if it is
authorities an extended use of serious in accepting the report
believing the scheme to be a cure. show there are two different (yet ·that football violence is not really
restriction and attendance orders must help smaller clubs find the
Then came Hillsborough. The connected) problems which foot- connected with the actual gaine
to stop hooligans coming to money. It must also, as Andy Wilhorrific crush inside Sheffield ball must overcome if it is to sur- but more with its environment.
.Wednesday's ground caused 95 vive - hooliganism and ground The identity card scheme is con- matches .
Iiamson, the league's assistant
This, I think is a real step, for as secretary points out, help with
demned by the report as impractideaths and an independent safety.
The Taylor report is, I believe, ea! and important and this has . well as recognising hooliganism is "the right advice" and easy plan;inquiry headed by Lord Justice
society's and not football's, basic ning permission Liverpool
Taylor, into crowd safety at foot- a vital and intelligent way of deal- already caused t~e Home Secretproblem, it deals with it as such have, for example been rejected
ball.
. ing with both, shown, I think, by- ary to anno~nce m the Commons
by measures which operate permission so far to convert their
Now that inquiry has been pub- its warm welcome from football . the suspendmg of the s~heme.
through public courts and will cost Kemlyn Road Stand.
lished and, if as the Government c1u b s an d th e F oot b a11 s upporters
Lord Justice Taylor points to
If the Government is helpful
promised, its recommendations Association.
the problems of cases like Hill- ·the public and not football
money.
d
are implemented, football will
then, the Taylor report could be
One of the most important
sborough the scheme woul cause
never be the same.
The most important part of the part of the solution.
report, is one which has been
If it is not, then a great chance
warmly accepted by the Govern- will have been wasted.
ment unlike the previous points.
Football is running out ot
Justice Taylor advocates that all chances to make "going to the
football grounds should be all- match'' a safe pastime and the
seated by the year 2000.
clubs and the government must
This is far-reaching and no·w work together to ensure this
revolutionary. All seated grounds is the case.
· will make for a more restrained
Unfortunately there are still
atmosphere at matches. It · is many in the game who cling on to
more difficult to be violent when old traditions and seem to actually
sitting down is a physical fact, it believe Bill Shankly meant it literexperience not just in the UK but on the continent
would be foolish to say that seated ally when he said "Football is not
In your career, the first step is inevitably the
·stadia
will solve violence at a matter of life and death: it's
and
even
further
afield.
most important one.
matches.
more important than that."
You
will
also
benefit
from
full,
on-going
training
If you are a young engin~er ready to take
It was depressing to hear NorMore
importantly, seated
and career development programmes, leading to
that first step or are about to graduate in civil
stadia restricts the amount that wich City's secretary bemoan the
can attend games and they should Taylor proposals saying " I feel
engineering, quantity surveying or building - take
ICE, RICS or lOB membership.
very sorry for the supporter who
~top crushing inside the grounds.
So if you want to join a company which will
a Ioo k at Norwest Ho Ist .
Unfortunately there are many enjoys standing."
One of the UK's leading construction~
ad
broaden your horizons - and help you realise your
Hopefully, though, Justice
· problems with this. The crush
·
·
potential -think about Norwest Hoist.
inside Hillsborough was caused by Taylor's report can be a vital step
engmeenng
groups, we have strong links
the opening of a door to relieve towards preventing another Hillwith the major French company Societe
For further information contact:
crushing outside the ground. sborough.
. . . I d'E
.
(SGE)
Glynne Jones Group Recruitment Adviser
Genera
Alone though , it may not stop
Making a ground all-seated
e
ntrepnses
.
Which means that were ideally
Norwest Hoist Limited Toft Hall Knutsford
reduces its capacity and therefore another Heysel . That was a proincreases the problem of too many duct of what is undeniably violent
·
.
bl
·ect
Cheshire WA16 9PD Tel: 0565 55366
placed to g1ve you va 1ua e pro)
fans trying to get in to too small a society- a society which a Footground - the problem behind ball Bill can't go anywhere near
changing.
Hillsborough .

AFTER HEYSEL it seemed
that things couldn't get much
worse for football: soccer
violence has to be stopped
and steps to control crowd
behaviour were taken by
Government administrators
who showed they know very
little about going to a foobatll
match - by introducing the
identity cards scheme.

Tough Taylor

WILL YOUR FIRST COMPANY

SHOW YOU THE WORLD OR .JUST
PROMISE YOU THE EARTH?

Norwest
t
HO1S

EDIT'ORIAL
AFTER the widespread public support shown for ambulance workers throughout the
country on Tuesday, Secretary of State for Health Kenneth Clark dismissed the
action as a publicity stunt
which did not alte~ the merits
of their claims.
His interpretation of the events
are clearly crucial as effective
paymaster of the health workers,
but his views be as they may; if he
has any political acumen, he cannot deny that this dispute is fast
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beComing a potential source of claiming ostensibly that no more
major electoral damage for the money is available whilst on the
Government. For poll after poll other, union negotiator Roger
reveals that the great majority of Poole is sticking out for pay claims
public support lies in favour of the far above the level of inflation.
The Government's stance on
ambulance workers and the dispute is fast becoming a worrying arbitration is mere hypocrisy
bugbear for the Government when set against their own scathing remarks to striking railway
negotiations.
The situation now .is of an workers last year, who similarly
impasse and characterised by refused the offer of arbitration. It
inflexibility on both sides over the is a truism, but Mr Clark needs to
level of the pay increase - 6 per negotiate now to minimise damage
cent or 11 per cent? A two-tier sys- to the Government.
tem or not and th~ possibility of a
On the other side, the stubbornpermanent pay review.
On the one hand the Govern- ness with which ambulance work- ·
ment are particularly adamant in ers have stuck to their original pay
their refusal to go to arbitration, claim when set gainst the current

level of inflation, and then coupled
with their reluctance to consider-a
two-tier
emergency
system,
appears out of touch with reality.
Consider,- after au; that high
wage claims trigger inflation
which Britain can least cope with
at the present time, and inevitably
inflation hits hardest those at the
bottom of the ecoomic ladder.
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More flexibility needs to be lI S11JDENTNEWS
shown on both sides and if any 1SERVICE:
message emerged from the public 1
during Tuesday's activities, it PROMOTIONS : ,
would have been to both Government and union, that neogitations DISTRIBUTION:
must be renewed.

:TO EAT OR·
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The WestGerman , INTERNATIONAL:
There are many different argu- sociated with veggies is somewhat. than levels
amongst those with
<
ments to be put forward for not unfounded for the following quite more carnivorous tendencies. BUT Government has banned the im- ' j'
eating meat. Some of them are simple reason. A person who is that might be more a reflection of port of certain British cattle ·into
linked to morality, such as not prepared to restrict their diet in a the sort of person who gives · their country and although this SPORT:
wishing to cause suffering, whilst particular way has obviously .blood rather than anything else . . may be found to be illegal under MUSIC:
others focus on economic and thought positively about what · Those of you who have ever con- EEC rul~s, can they. r,eally be
health reasons. The fact that it has they are sending to their stom- templated giving up or cutting . blamed? . It took about e1ght years ARTS:
been proven that man can live per- achs. The next step to eating down on meat should seriously · for the disease, which originated .
fectly well without meat is suffi- wisely and having even the think about it again. This is said in sheep, to work its way through I FEA11JRES:
cient incentive for some, while vaguest of notions about diet and. with the BSE (mad cow disease) the food chain to cows. Although FILM:
others might see it as being fash- nutrition, would seem to be a issue in mind. The idea of giving · no humans have yet shown signs WHATSON:
ionable. It is after all quite trendy great deal closer for them. If how- animal remains to animals that are of contracting the disease the
and "right on" not to eat meat. ever a person is only eating in re- . herbivores does seem very weird Government's chief vet said last l
Some say ttJey enjoy it too much sponse to some frenzied indeed and it would appear that in- week t.hat the possibility of it FASHION:
to give it up but laziness might munchieattack then they probably stinctual disgust at such an idea is happenmg could not be ruled out. SCIENCE:
play its part. Sausages arc very won't care how much fat is prc- justified.
·
The most frightening aspect is the
easy to cook and certainly less sent in porkpie no.3 . To stick
The practice of giving length of time it took for the dis- PHOTOGRAPHY:
hassle than lentils but this is not . ·with anaemia for a second , it is such feed to cattle was made il- . ease to appear in cattle. Who
the place for unfunny stereotypes. interesting to note that bloodiron legal in Britain in June 1988 but knows how long it might take be- c~~~Tu'i~ANT
On the health side, the pastey levels of nonmeat eateis is usually the practice still occurs with ·pigs fore humans start suffering?
Timothy Tweedy
anaemic look that seems to be as- higher at blood donor sessions and chickens.
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A Gold Rush East

It is nothing new but
money caught my eye and it is
worth an article. Money
. makes the world go round,
money is the source of all
evil, money doesn't grow on
· trees , money talks,and count
your pennies, the pound can
look after themselves. In the
parable to the shrewd manager Jesus says " No servant
can serve two masters . Either
he will hate the one and love
the other, or he will be
devoted to the one and
despise the other. You c~:m-

not serve both God and
Money ", today the problem
no longer exists, " God is
Money .", and the world and
his wife lay down their mats
and kneel , kneel, half delirious before this Lord God
Almighty.
The leaders in China, massacred thousands of peaceful
demonstators in Beiging 4
June; the world for a second
stopped praying and looked
on in horror ( onions and
hankerchiefs were being sold
-

Freewheelin'

A film about li fe , love and the
gentle art of raising children.
STEVE MARTIN

87 SLATEFORD ROAD
0313372351
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PARENTHOOD (15)

WINTER SALE

1t co uld happe n to you .
Sep pe rf 1.55 , 4.55 , 7.55.

Up to 30% off RRP with
copy of this ad.

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
A cop on the edge .
A conspiracy on the rise.
A killer on the loose .

DIAMOND BACK, MBK,
EMMELLE, RIDGEBACK,
DAWES, TOWNSEND

BLACK RAIN (18)
Sep perf 1.55, 4.55. 7.55.

•

'E)
' Kylie Minogue in her big screen
debut.
Kylie
Charlie
Minogue
Schlatter
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THE DELINQUENTS (12)
Sep perf 2. 15. 5. 15, 8. 15.
Sunday IIth Feb: STAR TREK SAGA
from 12 noon (open 11.45 am).
Admission: Adults £5. Children £3.
All PGCert.

Same day,
or next day repairs.

on the black market ) , but the States.if the statue of Lib- people in South Africa who
less than six month later, erty with her books and torch object ,· it Is they who live
Japan is back to dangle the . was dismantled and a dollar there , suffer there, and
Yen before the Chinese ass ,· sign put up instead , this is know . If sport is independent
Britain and Hong Kong have . effectively a physical rep- of Politics, let it use that
returned to smooth diploma- resentation of the inaccessi- power to make its own protic relations , West Germany ble facts and figures of their test , not the reverse and play.
continue to plough money policy. No wonder the Eastinto the car industry ( Vol- ern Block pull down the
" Money, Money , Money
skwagen predominantly ) statues of Stalin, the symbol must be funny in a rich man's
and great old Uncle Sam, just did not match reality . world" Boesky, Gui ness,
whoofcoursedoesn'twantto What comes between the Noriega , Nkomo , Ghandi,
miss out, keeps the trade statues and the people is . Takeshita , Marcos steal until
doors wide open; only six money ,
Honecker and the tears are rolling down
months after; a widower Ceausescu like Midas ate , their-cheeks.
would have been more tact- drank , slept on gold; China is
Is this to be the
ful.
the biggest gold mine con- age of the extreme sceptic.
Last Friday, Mr Douglas ceivable, and people flock in Millions have put their trust
. Paal, director of Asian droves. In 1848 the Ameri- in fake systems. The cornAffairs for the National Sec- cans went West , now the cry,. munists demand absolute
urity Council said U .S policy "there is gold in them far hills trust ; communism can only
was " to preserve the points to the East. From the work if every member is
framework of the U. S distance they look like moun- totally honest; the burden of
relationship with China - the tains but as you get closer you any economy , any cold
free flow of people, ideas, realise it is people, not hills. winter can be endured if each
information and commerce. The new immigrants blush, sees the other suffer equally
In short, we have tried to sof- laugh at their mistake and but if there is a lie, the coheten the blow to the Chinese become businessmen over · sive psycology of the nation .
people" It is all lies. It has night.
, crumbles.
been a classic clash of U .S
· America is purely a
Capitalism doesn 't
foreign policy traditions. It case example but a significant pretend to be honest , there is
favors the realism of the one.
less expectation and even less
foreign policy elite emphastrust, perhaps it is a better
ing national interests , rather
The English cricket team system, it caters for the frailty
than the idealist tradition of has gone to South Africa o( the human being and its
Woodrow Wilson stressing because they are being paid. love for money. Believe you
the American values of free- If they weren't paid they me, th~ only place to keep ·
· dom and democracy. Money would not go . I beleive if they -·money IS upder the mattress
has usurped the place of free- · had foreseen the fierce recep- and the on,ty thing I tr~st is
dom and democracy.
tion , they would have my mothers home cookmg_.
Just imagine the outrage in though.t again . It is the
Peter Bady .
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FAR ACROSS the plains a
vast herd of buffalo milled.
Excited by the thought of the
hunt the tribesmen prepared
their weapons, a few slings
and spears, and made a quick
incantation to the all powerful hunt god ...
Thousands of years later the
lone marksman, astride his horse
on a similar hill , loosed off several
rounds. The spent cartridges fell
to the floor and as the smoke from
the barrel cleared on the breeze
the three chosen buffalo breathed
their last. . .
A century or so after that the
docile herd chewed silently on
their feed, stamping occasionally

Who could complain at the quality of
life nowadays? H ospitals,
educatio.n,
cinema, television.
Somewhere along
the line thot{gh,
something seems to
be going wrong.
on the hard concrete floor, as the
shed was automaticall~ cleaned by
the running water, which was of
course disposed of safely into the
sewage system ...
That's progress for you. As we,
the ultimate tool users, tamed
horses the search for food became
simpler. The gun made the kill
·faster and removed the danger of
getting too close to the prey. As
humans settled and removed
themselves from the edge of survival we were free to think. Scientists slowly removed irrational
fears, developed understanding;
engineers built tools to make life
even.easier; artists created entertainment; businessmen amassed
wealth; entrepreneurs came up
with new ideas to spend this
money on; philosophers dreamed
of Utopia; politicians promised it
and en the wheel of life turned.
W)Jo could complain at the quality
oflife nowadays? Hospitals, education, cinema, theatre, television
etc. Somewhere. along the line
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Nick· Woodward takes a look at human progress,
and investigates some of our moral compromises
that have led to the debt that we now have to pay
for our supremacy on the planet.

was pumped out of them.
What do we do though? In a
vital rain forest region in Africa
conservationists who go in to
study it have to take porters with
them. To keep warm the porters
light fires, obtaining fuel from the
giant heather trees that abound.
. These heather trees take a long
time to grow and the forest is
slowly being stripped as a consequence of people trying investigate it. Brazil, with one of the
largest debts in the world, has one
of the largest natural resources. It
is getting a little irate that the rest
of the world is telling it to stop cutting down its trees when everybody else is felling theirs like there
is no tomorrow. A quarter of the

though something seems to be build a canoe would not chop Consider a few simple problems.
going wrong, 11amely the upset- down any old tree, but having Any scout or highland farmer
ting of the balance of nature. It found the right one would have · would know that you do not put a
would be quite reasonable to ask held a ceremony so that the forest toilet within fifty yards or so of
where things might have gone spirit would hot be angered at the your fresh .water drinking supply
wrong; Too much money , money, removal of one of his charges. and if the farmer down the hill
money ? Too much technology? After a successful hunt a primitive uses the same stream you keep it
Too much progress? Too little · tribe would hold a celebration so clean for him too. Why then are
thought? It appears that as the that future hunts might be looked rivers, streams and reservoirs
human race becomes more upon favourably by the hunt gods. treated as running waste baskets.
civilised its understanding of the To them their environment was a It's all very well having the
environment it lives in becomes living breathing thing, to be cros- technology to remove the pollutless sensitive.
sed at ones peril: Vestiges of such ants before they reach the tap, but
Wind the clock back and look at ... rituals are evident today; How we are at the top of the food chairl .
some cultures who live or lived on many ships are launched without What happens to the pollutants
the edge of existence. In Africa's the words "God bless this ship and that flow into the sea, that flow
Rift Valley a smoking volcano is all who sail in her". And after the into the fish, that end up on our
home to a dangerous god, so the harvest , "We plough the field and plates? It seems that with our loss
Maasai story goes. (So real was scatter the good seed on the of respect for the world we live in
this to them t!J.at the first explorer land". Their is no fear of retribu- we are consequently treating it
to climb the volcano was pre- tion attached to these however, rather badly. In a Maasai village world's medicines are derived
sumed to be an earthbound cousin but why should there be. We everything is kept pretty neat and from substances found in the rain
of the fiery demon .) In the woods know that pixies do not live in the tidy for the simple reason that at forests so its not just their capacity
of the N. American Indians forest woods and modern materials night matauding animals will be to convert carbon dioxide back .
spirits lived, protecting their trees make weatherproof ships, farm- attracted by litter, waste, food into oxygen which is important.
and the creatures of their land. ing is almost a science now, why etc. There might not be any The rich industrialised nations of
Passage from puberty to adult- ask for help from the forces that hyenas or hunting dogs in .the the world appear to have made
hood would often have involved be. If the seed we scatter isn't as world's big cities and towns (there their mistakes, but who pays for
spending several days or more good as it could be then scatter a are certainly foxes , dogs, rats, them, the poorer countries who
alone in the wilderness, to bit of chemical fertiliser as well. If mice and cats), but is that a good still have their resources left?
appreciate the law of the jungle. the ship isn't as sound as it should enough excuse to drop litter. The . Environmental issues are more
The world over tribal cultures bes- be what's a bit of oil, the insurance world is a place . of .limited than just buying goods with a
resources and some litter is a valu- green label on. There are complitowed their environment with will cover the loss.
Where has all this got us? Over able resource literally going to cated social and political issues to
gods and spirits. Mystical powers
be dealt with as well. If we believe
to be revered and respected. Such the centuries as we began to con- waste.
As the emissions from factory the reports , we are heading for
power did these beliefs have that trol our environment the need for
clan members invoking the spirits' a rapport with it waned. How chimneys got worse government hard ecological times and the
anger might have been cast out.
many people in Edinburgh spend brought in tough new legislation enforced understanding of the
Some of this lore had obvious their entire day in a man made to control it. The chimneys had to environment may make give us a
uses. Telling young children that environment. Get up in your brick be built higher so that the pollut- .greater appreciation of our world
the big black nasty monster home, walk down the gravel path ants could be swept into the upper and its limited resources. Maybe it
prowled outside the camp at night to your steel car, drive on the tar- atmosphere and forgotten about. was just a publicity coup that the
would keep them out of harms mac road to your concrete office (As a result of this there are at people's spokesman for the rain
way. What about tree spirits and and your plastic chair. All totally lea!tt 1800 lakes in Norway which forest was an Amazonian chief,
such things? Perhaps it all served a controllable. So it would seem are now too acidic to support life. but perhaps it was fitting. Surely
purpose which is only now becom- that as we cocoon ourselves in our The lakes are dead.) Perhaps if he, of all people, knows what it is
ing apparent.
own creations we disregard the the chimneys were smaller more to exist in harmony with your
An American Indian wishing to needs of the real world around us. care would be taken as to what environment, not at odds with it.

A quarter of the
world's medicines
are derived from
substances found in
the rain forests so it's
not just their capacity to convert carbon
dioxide into oxygen
which is important.
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here is no day on a hospital ward; n~. porters,
domestics and doctors all leave with the end of their
shift however long it may be. But the building is
never empty, the bare walls stare out at each other in silent
complicity. Days must not end, only pass onto the next in
rare continuity; the atmosphere clings like a needed but
wearisome companion. The patients here are old, particularly aware of the finite quality of their surroundings,
frustrated in their halfacknowledged inability to escape
back to their own lives - they are also aware that there may
be nothing to return to. The rounds are unchanging, the
occasional days of festivity momentarily cheering for
some but for others an unwanted reminder that htere the
position of clock hands or the date on the calender is
without significance. Time in fact operates in uneasy
duality; it moves slowly and painfully for the cared for, and
rapidly and busily for the carers. The looming danger of
neglect ceaselessly threatens to overrun every straining
effort: there is an unresolved tension as ifbefore the storm,
but even a death unexpectedly falling does not unleash it
and it is always at restless bay, a vivid presence.
Nurses sustain the ward, injecting a stubborn vitality
which bolsters rather than comforts their charges
they rarely have the opportunity to listen, and if they
take too personal an interest then the necessary tasks involved in strengthening a person's health are neglected.
The need for more staff could always be claimed to be
essential, but is it really overstaffing to provide enough
nurses to help feed those who will otherwise leave half
of their food? There frequently is nobody available to
help, and too often expensive Qrugs are the panacea.
Patients who are selfeffacing in their demands, preferring to suffer in silent politeness, and those who feel disregarded and unheeded in their reasonable requests both
lose out
with less attention than they require they must remain in hospital longer than is needed; additional expense is thus incurred and both those waiting to enter
and those waiti~g to leave are frustrated.
Each service within the NHS is similarly overworked,
and the people who work within them are concerned
not because they are angry for themselves, but because it is the patients who will be affected if they do
not have the time to do their job properly. To the outsider their manner may sometimes appear brusque: realism, however, is of vital importance and those who do
not understand this are ultimately a disservice to a profession they believe in strongly. We are fortunate that

T

Few issues have dominated t~e political
agenda over the last ten years as much
as the state of the National Health Service. Industrial disputes involving first
nurses, then doctors and now ambulancemen suggest the Service may not
indeed be "safe in the government's
hands". Tim Dams and Daniel Hartley
measure the discontent.

This is not to say that the NHS should remain untouched and out of touch with changing demands, but
that it should preserve the ideal of free .an~ comprehcn-.

sive healthcare which it fostered at its inception.
Therefore, when more funds could be made available it
should be the government not the ambulance drivers or
the nurses who justify their position. Roger Poole need
not argue the necessity of his claim by comparing the
pay rise which has been offered to those he represents
and that which the frremen received, but rather ask why
within three years s substantial disparity in pay · some'
2.5 thousand pounds has come about.
However, his selfeffacive and catm approach has lent
faced with this critical balance between intention and
to the drivers claims a determination also evident in the
character portrayed by those collecting on the street.
achievement of objectives has arisen such a positive attiWhether more money is actually necessary is irrelevant
tude from all who are a part of it.
until the government is explicit iri explaining the reaTherefore few complaints are ever heard on the ward,
soning behind pay cuts in vital sectors. There should be
no doubting the commitment by all drivers ·to answer
instead each person is prepared to help in ways beyond
their official requirements
emergency calls, moreover their negotiators should enone service will also respect the importance and efsure that they use special pleading for the wellbeing of
fort of another. The nurses, for instance have not rethe NHS and not for themselves. (4line dropped cap)At
sented the current actions of the ambulance drivers, but
the turn of the decade then, the state of the NHS is a duhave supported their case as they themselves were supbious one indeed. Racked by one dispute after another
ported.
during the '80's, and currently suffering from the aforeWith or without an awareness of this, the public has
mentioned ambulance dispute, staff morale is at a low
reinforced the unity of the NHS in their time of crisis by
ebb. Compounded by underfunding, and sweeping proresponding so vociferously to the 'present campaign
posals detailed in the NHS white paper which includes
selfgoveming hospitals, GP budgets and internal marthe implications of which stretch further than a settlement between the immediate parties. Kenneth Clarke,
kets, it would appear that the NHS workforce is in a
confused and angry state of mind.
who is not only fighting an ideological battle with a majorit}' ,of the country but also a political one for and
Last year the anticipated regrading of nurses pay left
many feeling bitter at the way they had been treated;
within •Jte Conservative Party, perhaps hoped that havclaims of undergrading and anomalies led to industrial acing helo off the nurses he would have no trouble with
tion , undermining nurses confidence in the governments
the ambui.,nce drivers. He may have scored more heavattitude to the NHS. Higher interest rates, on top of a
ily in the &;>:ument to date if the support for the nurses
pay rise less than the inflation rate, have taken their toll
had been based on sentiment and the nurses themselves
on many nurses pay packets, while underfunding, staff
idealists. Happily for patient care at least, there are few
shortages and a lack of resources mean that increased
greater pragmaU'!Its than those who wash bed pans and
clean obstreperous eases as a part of their daily work.
. burdens are placed on their shoulders at a time when the
numbers of patients increase, the risk of AIDS infection
Fortunately also, public belief in the value of the
NHS has meant reaction has continued to grow more ac- • grows, and patient care becomes more advanced, technical and complicated.
tive; it is no small achievement to collect 4.5 million
With a system so complex and disparate, political
signatures, nor for public funds to sustain the ambulance
machinatjons in the boardrooms of power cannot be
drivers of Edinburgh at 80% pay and those of London at
100%. ,Indeed, it seems likely that few would agree with : borne; when the slightest shift in approach is capable of
affecting the attitudes of so many and the care of so
the government's statement that the NHS is a sacred
cow; especially as it would appear to want to slaughter · many more, pride must be buried before the twin needs
of explanation and negotiation.
it.
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During the pastdecade enviromental issues hit the headlines,
with politicans and the public alike acknowledging that the
need affects us all. But, say Tim Dams and Daniel Hartley,
the green image is now in danger of obscuring the real
problem itself
clipsed by the revolutionary evt;nts in
Eastern Europe over the winter
.
envuomental
concerns fail
to'
.
dominate the headlines as they once
d1d - yet forest fires continued to rage while the
world focused on the destruction of the Berlin
wall and the execution of President Ceaucestu.
The media that once served a hungry public with
green fare has now embraced other issues. That
which we once craved for has now reached saturation point; yet again the layman has shown
his fickleness. As the AIDS sca(e once
monopolised the news but is now reduced to the
occasional obitury' environmental issues are facing a similar fate. Green is in danger of becoming
a dull ache in our conscience, but we fail to
· realise that though our worries are fleeting, the
argument is as old as the world itself. Green
became a fashion, and like all fashions is in
danger of losing its marketability- it has suffered
from associating itself with the ideals of the
image-conscious 80's.

E

In many ways the green image has obscured the problem itself; we satisfy ourselves by buying lead-free petrol, ozone-friendly aerosol or bio-degradable washingup liquid but fail to put ourselves out of our way any
further . Green has itself become a product - so much so
that we are losing sight of its real significance. Fundamental and far-reaching steps must be taken to make any
real impact on the problem. Dramatic economic, political and social shifts are required, rather than slight consumer changes or media attention, and they must take
place on an entirely international scale. The fashionable, consumerist element of popular greenism all but
forgets this; people are quite willing to be green so long
as it ·does not require too, many sacrifices. Governments, commercial interest groups, banks and multinational companies all clamber to aquire a green mantle,
yet faced with such measures as lifting debt burdens,
actively cutting waste, curbing harmful toxicemmissions
or subsidising expensive conservational measures, many
of these institutions flinch at the very thought of the
finances required. ~oeu!ar_ greenism has as yet failed to

make intrinsic changes in the way we or our government
act; at present it is all too easy to sit back, convinced that
changes are taking place, that the problem is being taken
care of. We persuade ourselves that the afore-mentioned_adjustments in consumer habits such as the abundance of lead-free petrol pumps i.s a symbol of the vastness of the conservational changes taking place in the
world at large. This is simply not true.
any of us also fail to put the problem on a
suitably international scale; although buy·ing ozone-friendly deodrant is admittedly
one starting point from which to begin an
environmental crusade, all of us must realise that it is but
a drop in the ocean when put in a global context. Conservational expenditure at home is s01:nething that is highly
necessary if we are to make any inroads into the problem, but it should not, as it may presently be doing,
blinker us from other pressing world-wide concerns. It is
true that much effort is being directed towards saving the
Amltzonian rain-forests, but even this can be said to be
blinding us from the sheer international nature of the
problem. In the light of the South American experience
we tend to forget that over-population in Asian coun. tries such as India are placing huge demands on natural
recources which are swiftly being whittled away, that
·Thailand and Indonesia have already been all but logged
o~t, that Tibet is being deforested to meet Chinese loggmg demands , that the Sahara desert is rapidly expanding, that Asian air pollution continues at an alarming
. rate, that the depletion of the ozone layer carries on,
that the Antartic is being polluted .. ..... and so on. The
enormity of the problem is awe-inspiring, so much so in
. fact that it almost becomes unintelligible - we become
unable to grasp its implications for humanity.
Arising out of the multiplicity of statistics and the
methodical commitment required to save the world's
natural resources is an escapist romanticism. The very ·
enormity of man's power to destroy has become con- ·
fused with the potential loss we face. The Brazilian rain
forests have become the symbol of the movement to
change our ways, the tree the proud metaphor for life.
And yet we look on disbelieving, almost revelling in the
enormity of the tragedy. The pictures shown on television, the words filling newspaper columns and books,
have done little more than arouse an effervescent
'pathos: the advertising campaigns of cosmetic manufac-

M

turers have ultimately stirred us to do more than the
pleas desperately voiced by the Earths crusaders. Green
products - at least those in the High Street - are barely
capable of benefit and are certainly of doubtful importance in radically changing our attitudes; we believe that
we have joined the campaign but yet have failed to think
enough of the daily habits which should be changed turning essary lights, televisions, heating when it is not
required.
hese actions are of import, but we find them
un~nteresting because we do not care enough.
We may all dream of the beauty of the
Amazonian forests, but all too often we believe
our interest or even presence there is of more value than
actual participation in essential projects closer to home:
as in John Boorman's 'The Emerald Forest', we prefer
to dream than look out of our window - seeing the vital
fabric of man's civilisation we forget that wherever we
are there already existed a viable structure and system.
The abstract has absorbed the reality in practical terms,
and we cannot be sure whether we admire Nature or ourselves more: The
qu~s~ion of the en.vir~mment is, however, dependant on ·
pohtJca_l ~nd economic changes. Rather than influencing
the positiOn of the state it is bei11g influenced by it.
Politicians, aware of the selfish defence of society
ha~e app~ased _our co~plying consciences by only taking
action which wdl not Jeapordise our life-style. Moreover
while no politician will criticise the desire for reform
thei_r c~ntinual wish to keep their voters happy by esp~ ·
ousmg It has begun to undermine the force of the argument. Ironically the rift between those who genuinely
work to change our attitudes through publicity and those
who have incorporated shifting opinions in their commercial selling tactics may sustain the vitality needed for
progress._ As the values of green yuppiedom are properly
assessed It may be hoped that a subject with so great an
emotional charge will propogate a more radical
approach -it is perhaps regretable that the politicians are
now aware that they have such a strong hand, particularly in holding the economic card.
In order for green politics to make definate advances
we cannot excuse ourselves from responsibility by
apathetically following the ineffective legislation of governments; rather we should recognise the significance of
our own actions. Facta non verba.

T

Second best

BEST BEFORE WINTER
Oddfellows
IT'S winter and this band certainly weren't at their best.
The problem was that Best
Before Winter had decided
.to play an acoustic gig in a
venue where the only rule for
success is "be loud".
Without drums, keyboards or
bass guitars they never stood a
chance. Their singer, whose voice
usually sounds great - like a
rocked-up Tammy Wynette found herself imitating Tracey
Chapman while the other two

WE FREE KINGS
The Venue
A CELLO, a fiddle and a
double bass playing within a
typical rock set-up stands to
make a difficult equation.
Last Wednesday, however,
We Free Kings had it solved.

A support slot from Irah Haze,
newcomers with
a
fiddle
emphasis, warmed up the sizeable
audience well enough for them to
cheer We Free Kings before a
note was struck.
The opening of 'Preacher's
Song' sent them hurtling into a set
of familiar and new material.
They entered into subdued
moments, performing 'slow'
songs with greater confidence
than before, reflecting a more,
members of the
on stage · dare it be said, mature band.
seemed to be taking off The ProcThey resumed with their manic
laimers. While the two sounds whirling energy, much to the
blended well they just sounded delight of the audience, who
bland, it's all been done too well became increasingly infected and
before.
by the end demanded more.
What made this gig so disapAn encore of Velvet Underpointing was that Best Before ground's 'Run, Run, Run' was a
Winter can do so much better fitting ending, a visual and musiwhen they are at full strength. At cal spectacle combining their folk
Oddfellows they lost the audience influences with rock, climaxing in
alost immediately, they never a fusion of distorted instruments
really warmed up and their songs and a wailing harmonica.
all sounded the same. A different
A survey of the audience's
venue or a different style would sweating faces proved that after
have changed the story com- almost a year's absence from the
pletely. No doubt they'll be better music scene We Free Kings didn't
in the spring.
sneak back, they stormed.
Stewart Kirkpatrick
Claire Brennan

Competition
"Pure and Simple everytime".
The Lighting Seeds who brought
us the sparkling Pure single la$t
year have just released their won'derful album, Cloudcuckooland,
jam packed with those evasive
"pure, pop classics. In a typical
show of generosity, we at the
music pages, in conjunction with
Active Promotion , are offering

one casette and two CD's of the
album. Answer the simple question and hand an answer to the
Student offices by Monday 5th
February, stating wh'ether you
would like a cassette or CD.
Name any band Ian Broudie
(aka The Lighting Seeds) produced.

BIRDLAND
Sleep With Me
Lazy Single
SOME bands are built for
diversity, Birdland are not one of
them. Their songs should be fast
and furious, but sadly 'Sleep With
Me' is neither. Can Birdland riot

BIFF BANG BOW!
Songs For The Sad-Eyed
Girl
Creation LP
ANY record which includes a
song with the mind-numbingly
twee title of If You Don't Love
Me Now You Never Ever Will is
onto a bit of a loser from the start,
and Biff Bang Bow! accentuate
the damage when it comes to
lyrics: "I've seen the colour of her
hair. It's brown. It gets me down."
Well, it looks like Ted Hughes's
position as poet laureate is safe
for another year or two. The
bilious nonsense on this ferociously dull record is sixth form
poetry written by home
economics students who failed
their English 0-levels- embarrassing in its attempts to be
"deep" and "personal". Normally
we can forgive flaws in the lyric
department, but the astoninging
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CATHAL
COUGHLAN
AND THE FATIMA MANSIONS
The Venue
"I USED to tell the truth
but now I'm clever" paraphrases Cathal, resplendent in
his "Keep Music _Evil" Tshirt. The Microdisney main
man is back with a set of
songs so vitriolic and seething
that they surpassed all former
glories.
From the supreme pop beauty
of You're A Rose and 13th Century Boy to the orgasmic thrash of
Only Losers Take The Bus, Catha! burns with anger and (dare I
say it?) passion. But he does seem
to be enjoying himself rather
more than in the Microdisney
days. The sneers and snorts of yesterday are offset with the odd contentedly proud smile. But then

again, there's a lot to be proud of
here, after all, coming back from
the wilderness with a band as good
as the Fatima Mansions is an
achievement in itself. It also
becomes clear that Against
Nature,the debut LP, is only the
tip of the iceberg. For new songs
such as Blues for Ceaucescu were
equally as stunning and promise
so much more for the future. Such
open ended genius proves beyond
doubt that Catha! is capable of not
just beating the opposition but
blowing them out of the water.
The lyrics are just as scathing as
before but the laid back tones of
Microdisney have been replaced
by the rougher, sharper, more
immediate sound of The Fatima
Mansions and tonight they
weren't just brilliant, they weren't
just storming, they were fucking
· incredible. It's pop piracy at it's
most brazen; unrepentant , majestic and very, very beautiful
indeed.
Kieron Mellott

mind as Bernard Fowler told us
how good Edinburgh ladies were, adding "There's some red hot
mommas
in the
audience
. tonight," or as Doug Wimbish
"C'EST magnifique mais ce proclaimed "We're not gay, we
n'est pas Tackhead. "Well, it like women," I don't know. Occawasn't actually magnifique sionally I wondered whether I
either, but it wasn't bad, and hadn "t stumbled into a Barry
it had me jumping around in White extravaganza. Whoever it
an uncoordinated unpleasant was acknowledging his indebtedness to Crass and The Slits on the
manner for an hour and a back of Tackhead's last LP, I
half.
don't think it was Bernard or
However .it didn't bear a particu- Doug.
larly striking resemblance to TacSo what; it's easy to collect all
khead on record; rather than radi- your thoughts together after the
cal, subversive dance and a con- event, at the time what the hell
fusing barrage of sampling Adrian else could you do but dance?
Sherwood style, what we had Alright, so I couldn't say whether
went from Cameo to Living Col- I particularly enjoyed the music or
our and back, taking in a drum not, and all the amazing virtuosity
solo, a sleazy bar room jazz of Messrs McDonald, Wimbish
number and lots of rather dubious and Le Blanc was wasted on me
in between song patter from the but the rhythm was unstoppable .
lads along the way. I thought And hey, there was always a
Adrian Sherwood was a heavily· chance that Bernard was talking
political ,
agitating,
ozone- to me when he pointed stickily
friendly right on kind of dude , and into the bemused crowd and
as far as I know he is , so what breathed "You're my babe."
exactly was passing through his
Stephen Barnaby

TACKHEAD
Network

on stage while playing this? I
suspect nQt, but at least they're
guaranteed to hit the Top Forty
with this more Radio One friendly
style. "Sleep with me all night
long," croons Rob. Not tonight
dear, I'm bleaching my hair.
Simon Kellas
blandness of the music on offer
here - acoustic strumming on
tuneless guitars- is of the sort
which one would normally
associate with Singers Who Have
Something To Say- the very
wonderful McCarthy springs to
mind. And thus I feel entitled to
whinge.
The whole of this offering is so
insipid, so h@nd , so excessively
boring that it really is a fairly
depressing affair. Time and
money have been spent on churning it out, and, most frightening
of all, this is BBP's sixth album,
so presumably there's some
revolting little English literate
student out there who, whilst
contemplating his acne and
bemoaning his lack of a girlfriend,
finds this sort of thing profound
and moving enough to shell out
the occasional six quid for it. And
that is a dreadful thought.
John Tuson

NEW KIDS ON
THE BLOCK
Hangin' Tough
CBSLP
IN CASE you wondered just how
to classify this latest offering from
the 'most exciting pop band
around' (promotion leaflet's
words) it's "More Street" including "pop, soul, rap and rock".
Nothing like covering all bases,
huh boys? Well, maybe I'm a
Philistine but I found very little
rap, even less rock and not even
an inkling of soul, but a multitude
of pop, and crap pop at that. I find
myself wondering if they think
they are the Jackson 5 reincarnated, but with trendier haircuts,
especially in "Please don't go
girl"- I would if I were you,
love. So what IS their appeal?

Difficult question, but apparently
it's because their brothers are
renowned "tough guys" of Boston
and lots of their friends have
"OD'D on Crack" that they
appeal to the all-American teenager. Hmmm ... Perhaps I'm
being a little harsh, after all they ·
did manage to overtake Tiffany
and end up headlining HER tour!
I think that's all the evidence we
need. Buy this if you want a really
bad album, but who knows,
maybe in ten years time you will
be shrieking ecstatically as it is
played at SHAG. Maybe not.
Anyway, at least they have a
message- Yippee!: Don't forget
children, emulate your idols"Say no to drugs and Yes to
Peace". Ahhhh.
Jaci Douglas
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rest of a wave
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Tours and Texas and Gun have
prepared Slide for stardom. With
the release of a new single,
Down So Long, this Kieron
Mellott found drummer, Richard
Hynd in an optimistic mood.
I

S THE new faces and sounds of eighty-nine line
on the starting block to see who will be first to
succeed in the nineties , the smart money must
surely be-on Slide. This Glasgow four piece
rock band were formed three years ago and signed to
Phonogram on the strength of their first demo. September of last year saw the release of their long awaited
debut LP "Down So Long" and the first single. This had
the critics falling over themselves to praise the band
both on vinyl and for their "breathtaking" live shows.

A

SCO
-----------Queen's Hall
25 January
HANDEL'S SOLOMON is
rarely performed in the
British concert repertoire; its
exclusion from the canon
largely determined by the
immense popularity enjoyed
by his other fine oratorios,
Messiah. It was therefore
with eager anticipation that
the audience awaited the
SCO's renaissance of this
unjustly neglected work.
The oratorio is dramatically
conceived in three acts and
demonstrates the piety, wisdom
and greatness of Solomon. The
content is not thrilling but the
form allowed Handel to create
some of his greatest choruses at
the expense of the traditional
mode of discourse, endless recitatives and airs.

With six months of intensive touring behind them
they herald the beginning of a new year with a new
single from the LP and, after a short break , more touring. I asked drummer Richard Hynd if he'd enjoyed
eighty-n-ine?
"It was a good year, I suppose, but it was pretty hectic
being on tour all the time and not even knowing where
you were. We had a really good time though and the
audience reaction was brilliant! We toured with Texas
and Gun, and did a few solo dates on our.own."
Was there an attempt to capture that elusive live
feeling on vinyl?
"Well, when we play live there's a lot of energy and
obviously we wanted to put that into the record, but we
wanted the LP to be more polished or professional .
'cause playing live for us is a really raw experience and
you've really got to be there . Plus if you want to be
played on the radio you've got to sound good to compete."
So it could be said that Slide are an ambitious band
who want to be up there on the Radio one playlist with

The work was conducted and
cast at strength with the Scottish
. Philharmonic Singers performing
outstandingly in Handel's glorious double choruses. They possessed real presence and contributed rhythm1c clarity.
Michael Chance (Solomon)
struggled resolutely to achieve the
purity and intensity of the text,
but his voice strained and he did
not realise the thrill ol rhythm,
harmony and melodic shape in
Handel's writing. The powerful
characterisation fundamental to
the role was sadly lacking. The
female voices gave unmitigated
pleasure throughout, even if Patrizia Kwella (Queen of Sheba) did
sound more like Goneril from
King Lear than an admiring
queen.
This was not a Solomon of austere
authority, plain and severe like a
Bauhaus monument, but a musical performance that captured the
authentic splendour and ornament of Handel's writing.
Alan Campb~ll

dark recesses of · the human
psyche. Mary is a deeply disGUM AND GOO
turbed child whose masochistic
Bedlam Theatre
impulses make her ye·arn to be
grasped within the clutc;hes of her
24 January
"Her very own dirty old man".
DIRTY OLD MEN and Gum and goo are gremlin 11ke disd"
figured creatures, figments of _an
d
ecapitated bo Jes are corn- imagination which yearns for vtobined in Ho ward Brenton 's le nee, ugliness and the infliction
disquieting penetration into of pain.
the human psyche. A child's
Rebecca Saunders gave a
wild
and
subconscious . praiseworthy performance as
impulses are paralleled with Mary conveying the pent-up
adult preconceptions and · silen~e~ and wild hysteri~ . with
ideals which ultimately turn . conv•_ctto~
and . s~nstttvt~y .
. out to be no more rational or Jmagmattve u_se of hghtmg to dtsbl
tort and emactate features created
sta e~
- a gruesome impression of the
The first pl.ay " Gum and Goo" macabre.
Gillian Smith
gave a disquietin~ insight into the
... .,. .• ,. .. .. ........ .. .. , .• ,. .,, .•. , , ., •. ~ - •• ·•· • ·•·•·"•·•· •A·•
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Kylie and Jason and the likes?
"Absolutely! Obviously, that's the whole point, isn 't
it? You've got to compete with the rest if you want to be
heard. That's why we' re on a major record label, that's
why we' re in a band. Having said that you've got to be
honest and present yourself in as straight a way as possible."
In presenting their songs as simply as possible the
band have made no attempt to hide their musical influences. In fact it has been said that, like fellow Scot's
rockers Gun and Texas, they wear their influences on
their sleeves for all to see.
"As a band we're totally into music and our influences
are pretty important. Basically, we like all the great rock
bands from the Stones and the Beatles to ACIDC and
Led Zepplin, even the Velvets. And Grant , the lead
singer, 'cause he's a fan of all the old soul stuff like
Marvin Gaye and AI Green, his vocals along with the
bands music means that we get compared to bands like
Free."
·
Does such an apparently retrogressive stance indicate
the weakness of the music scene at the moment?
"I don't know. I quite like a few things that are going
on at the moment. The whole Manchester thing is really
interesting [he says this rather sheepishly] and I really
like the Lenny Kravitz album . Hopefully, I'm going to
see the Dan Reed Network tonight and that should be
really good . But, on the whole there doesn 't seem to be
as many modern rock bands around just recently. But
what you've got to remember is that when stuff like the
Velvets came out we weren't around so we' re really
getting off on it 'cause it's new to us."
Will this penchant for rock music mean that Slide
have set their sights on graduating from the smaller
venues to playing stadiums in future days?
"Basically, we want to be famous and when we are, if
we are , if thousands of people want to see us live then
thousands of people want to see us live then we'll have
to play stadiums. Besides, I think our sound would
probably benefit from the wide open spaces."
With a support slot with Gun, their first proper headline tour and the release of the single, Down So Long
success is but a hit single away: "Of course it is and we 're
going to be really famous!"

Candid Camera
JOHN SWANNELL:
PORTRAITS IN FASHION
Scottish National
Portrait Gallery
I-U-n-ti_l_2_A
_p_r_i_l ___;,._ _ _ __
THIS IS not, as the somewhat misleading title would
suggest, an exercise in fashion photography. John Swannell, apprenticed originally
to David Bailey and now
making a rather large name
for himself has donated 23
photographs to the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery,
which hang incongruously
against a backdrop of imposing 19th century portraiture.
This exhibition should perhaps
have been called 'Fashionably
Famous Faces.' because all Swannell's subjects have a very high
media profile; Greta Scaachi,
Patsy Kensit , John Hurt and Pete
Townshend are ·but a few of these
much-photographed faces. Joan
Coli ins is here, painted and poised
in wrinkle-free mode, as well as a
chummy group portrait of photography's
great
triumvirate
Lichfield , Donovan and Bailey.
Swannell accompanies some of
the photos with anecdotes; learning how capricious Grace Jones
was about meeting deadlines certainly adds something to her typically aggressive expression, teeth
bared.
Billy Connolly seems mis<:_hievo 4 s on the point of drinking

...... . r ;- t·lt cc• • • • • •
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something which looks decidedly
alcoholic for a change and Bob
Geldof looks downwards away
from the lens , long haired and
unshaven in an uncharacteristically demure pose. The skilled
and sensitive portrait of John
Piper is especially good- cut off at
mid-chin, the deeply etched
wrinkles and wiry eyebrows so
close to the camera make this a
powerful image . .
One is aware though that all

John Swan
these subjects have an established
idea of how they want to appear to
the public and are well-practised
at not letting that guard slip.
These are highly-polished , publicity-orientated photographs so
don't expect otherwise; but having said that the combined auraetion of superb photography and
famous media personalities make
this exhibition one of instant
· appeal and lasting impression.
Hester Marriott
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Shock

As Glasgow 1990 gets under way 'Student' focuses on
some of this month's attractions.

aside, it was badly lit and uninspirOF ingly laid out.
These criticisms aside, if you
are a Degas fan, it is well worth
The Burrell Collection
the trip to Glasgow . Included are
until 25 February
some of Degas' most famous
paintings, pastels and sculptures;
AFTER THE M on a Lisa, works that 1,1p until now , the
Degas' ballerinas must be majority of people have only seen
one of the most enduring and reprQduced in books. It was wonpopular images ever created_ derful to see the original of "The
a theory backed up by the Rehearsal" which was quite an
innovative painting in it's time .
crowds of people herding The highlight was undoubtedly
through the Burrell Collec- the sculpture, in particular the
tion on Saturday afternoon. series of three dancers i-n arabesThe atmosphere of the gal- ques and the unusual angles of
lery was certainly .not condu- "The Tub". · Of the paintings,
cive to a leisurely stroll but "The Green Room" we are told is
since few people gave the a "marvello~s.example ofthe _d~li. .
.
cacy and lync1sm of De gas' VISion
got their fair share in the perfor- parody the cliches the cast had at
mance.
the same time to recognise them. pamtmgs more than a passmg . of women"' I'm sure it is but
glance, that hardly see
to unfortunately all I could see when
The story used the descent of
At times the implicit messages
matter. It appears sufficient I looked at it were the reflections
the "Drunk Man" into the world became just too abstract and here
to say you have stood before of all the other people doing the
of the bairns to create a grotesque the dance proved a weak link as it
"Burnt Supper" where the bairns was unable to develop an already
a Degas, to actually study same thin_g ..
eat the man as the haggis. They rip obscure message. It was the music
one in detail is not required.
Th~ pamtmgs a~e u~doubtedl y
open his stomach to reveal the which provided the link between
Throughout his life, Degas was beautiful and t~I~ will be or,
innards of Scotland and then the sections as it managed to
fascinated with the female form perhaps already IS m terms of the
reflect upon the nation's influ-· evoke a strong atmosphere at all
and subsequently the exhibition is number of people seei~~
an
ences by recounting sections of times. Composed by Karen · divided up into three parts, ~x~remely ~uccessful exhibit~on. If
the dead man's life.
Wimhurst it moved from illustratWomen of Leisure, Working It ~~ qua~t1ty and not qu~hty _by
These reflections were con- ing painful adolescent partings to
Women and Women in Private _ which this year of culture IS bemg
veyed through all of the forms but the raucous, frenzied influence of
all fairly self-explanatory. It is, measured then this is an ex~ellent
most effectively through drama. "bold John Barleycorn" upon
however a rather disappointing . sta~ to the year but I can t help
As each of the actors adopted a Tarn.
exhibition . After all the hype, I feeling that the pubhc an~ Degas
was expecting something pretty have been_sold short?~ this someThe production illustrates how
stereotype, such as the coughing
impressive: the exhibits were but what mediOcre exhibitiOn.
miner and lonely, lustful widow, absorbed we are in our own Scotthe exhibition was _not. Crowds
Eleanor Wood
they also developed a recognisa- tishness and is a truly Scottish
ble human touch to which the
artistic venture involving Liz Lacaudience could relate. People hhead, Keith Mclntyre and Gerry
responded to the cliches and not Mulgrew. As such it is a worthy
always in the way the cast opening to Glasgow 1990 but
intended as the most laughs came "Jock Tamson's Bairns"is well
when the miner says after his
.
.
WI·fe •s d eat h : "I d'd
1 n ,t even k now worth seemg for
. Its sheer energy
h
I
k .
and the commitment of the pero'; many sugars too _m my . formers alone.
.
tea '. In blackly attemptmg to
F10na Gordon

DEGAS:
WOMEN

JOCK T AMSON'S BAIRNS
Tramway Theatre
Until24 February
A HILL-TOP funeral in the
rain marked the unconventional opening in the foyer of
"Jock Tamson's Bairns" and
immediately set the theme
for a production which
parodied the cliches. of Scotland and "wha's like us".
Once in the auditorium there
followed an intense and absorbing
artistic
spectacle
combining
drama, music, song, dance and
painting to evoke Scotland's heritage. To attempt such a multiform
production was an ambitious
undertaking on the part of the
Communicado Theatre Group
and whilst at times it created a tremendous visual experience at
others you felt a dance was only
being included so that the dancers

THE BRITISH ART SHOW
Ill
The McLellan Galleries
until

11 March

IT SEEMS SAD that the art
world will always want to
categorise styles. Desperately foraging for the 'looks'
of the seventies and eighties
after a century of 'isms', we
now breach into the nineties
and, lo and behold The
British Art Show Ill. A look
to the look of the ensuing
decade perchance? No doubt
about it, the art here is
strictly for investment- a case
of what
Saatchi and
Saatchi
buy next.
.
The organisers claim that most
of the 42 arists selected are
unknowns in their 20's and 30's
and without dealers. Yet many of

IMAGES

me?
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Hatoum's "Light at the End"
plays upon the idea of repellent ·
dangerous excitement. Walking
into a black corridor five electric
elements give off heat and light, it
screws up your stomach and parallels the artist's experience of living
in Lebanon.
This idea of experience extends
through the work of Melanie
Cousell whose installation comprises of the stench of rotting carpet and Vong Phaophonit whose
political exile from Laos in Asia
promotes the idea of fragmented
dream-memory. Photos of his
family are projected onto electric
fans, cut into fragments and ride
on the breeze that hits you.
Perhaps this is the new style of
the 90's, an art that jumps out into
direct contact with us, that we
physically feel. A performance
that not only takes place before us
but ricochets upon us. It's a nice
thought for departure.
Alison Brown

The Queen's Hall season cov- distinct and definitive saxophone
This is Spanish Fly, an ambitiers what is really quite a remarka- statements. On the other side of SPANISH FLY
ous one-man show that comes to
ble instrumental and stylistic spec- town at the Merlin .Roadhouse,
the Bedlam this Tuesday. Writertrum of modern jazz, and also has Network's ·season foregrounds Bedlam Theatre
performer Chris Hoban described
his play as "essentially a parable
Followers of the 'spiritual the virtue of continuity, in terms . musicians of such firm national 6-10 February.
about modern art, and what puts
music' will be relieved to see that of finding musicians who have reputation as Bobby Wellins and
the concert jazz scene in Edin- been here before. John Scofield Ronnie Rae Jr.
Rory Fitzgerald, a failed the genius into the artist's work."
All of these acts would reward a cubist painter, is dying from
burgh is perhaps healthier than and Martin Taylor are back with
Fitzgerald's fascination with
ever despite the collapse of Plat- their axes, and Gill Scott-Heron listen but three gigs stand out as stomach cancer. Determined Picasso's early life is the key to his
and
Carol
Kidd
bring
more
swing
potentially seminal nights to be
form Jazz last year. _
own regeneration : "in discoveralive. Those of Edinburgh-born to discover the truth of what
Assembly Music, continues to to sing.
ing another being, he discovers
he
lacks
in
his
own
art,
he
· showcase national and interna- Eberhard Weber brings his sonor- Tommy Smith, who opens the
the truth about himself. Although
tional artists at the Queen's Hall, ous modal music and the Danish season on February 9th, Pete journeys to Spain and the the play deals with the ethics of
King, who is probably one of the house of Pablo Picasso, art, the central message is fundaevery Friday, ·
Radio Big Band fly over with half
finest saxophonists this country where he experiences a mentally human." Spanish Fly is
Network Jazz, on a ton of polished excitable metal.
the other hand, follow the grass roots On a more lyrical note, there is a ' has produced and finally the momentous change mirror- directed. by David Hunter, and
approach and prioritise the promo- chance to he.a r Pete King, Steve legendary guitarist John Scofield ing that of his idol's own no, I don't know what the title
returns with a new fqrmat .
means either.
tion oflocal, lesser established bands. Lacy and Tommy Smith air their
Gordon Drummond childhood.
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Hurd's Dilemma

China is demanding a halt to democratic reforms.
Hongkong is calling for even faster change.
Douglas Hurd is walking a tightrope which could
prove disastrous for the people ofHong Kong if he
makes the wrong choices.Chia-Meng Teo reports.
WHILE the turn of the
decade was a time of celebration in the West with Eastern
Europe breaking away from
the shackles of communism,~
· for the people of Hongkong it .
marked yet another ominous
step towards 1997 w!hen
Hongkong reverts bacl< to ·
Chinese sovereignty.
Since Tianamen Square, confidence in llongkong has been at a
low ebb with co-ntinuing mass
emigration
and
a
stalling
economy. Neither China's bitter
criticisms of Britain's proposals to
grant the right of abode to 225,000
Hongkong Chinese, nor Hongkong's demands for greater
democracy and ·a Bill of Rights
have helped matters.
It was this crisis of confidence in
the colony which prompted the
Governor of Hongkong, Sir
David Wilson, to visit Beijing
from January 10 to 12. He left
Hongkong with two aims: to
assure China that Hongkong will
not act as a centre of dissent and
subversion , and to persuade

China to take a softer stance
towards democratization in Hongkong. He returned having
achieved neither.
China's intransigence is not
entirely unexpected . The fall of
Ceausescu in Romania (with all
the parallels between Timisoara
and Tianamen) must have shaken
China's leaders. Their primary
concern is not to maintain confidence in Hongkong but to
ensure that political reform in the
colony is kept under control.
In the light of China's uncompromising attitude, the Foreign
secretary Mr. Douglas Hurd has
little room to manouvre. During
his visit to Hongkong from
January 13 to 16, he had talks with
high ranking officials of the Hongkong government and the British
ambassador to Beijing, to discuss
proposals for increased democracy for Hongkong.

Hong Kong's central district. Centre, the new Bank of China the sixth tallest building In the world

Hongkong people British citizen- directly elected seats in the Legco
ship was generally well-received . exceed :30%. China has also
in Hongkong and was described as
warned that if Britain disregards
A ~' nice gesture., by one Hongkong
its opposition to political reform,
student studying here in EdinChina will simply dismantle all the
burgh . Britain's sudden change of
democratic institutions estabheart towards Hongkong has
lished in Hongkong, including a
Bill of Rights , once it gains conraised peoples' expectations for
trol of the territory.
greater democracy in Hongkong.
The people of Hongkong are
There is overwhelming support
adamant that Britain should stand
in Hongkong for proposals for
firm and not bow down in the face
one-third of the seats in the Legisof Chinese pressure. "It is Brilative Council (Legco) to be
tain 's duty to work for the welfare
directly elected by 1990 (none at
of the Hongkong people" , says
present), one-half by 1997, and all
another Hongkong student. in
by 2003. However China has
Edinburgh. Failure to meet the
recently stated that under no cirdemocratic aspirations of the
cumstances should the number of

Hurd 's reception in Hongkong
was in marked contrast to that
given to former Foreign Secetary
Sir Geoffrey Howe when he visited Hongkong a month after
Tianamen Square. Hurd's unexpected proposal to grant 225,000

Hongkong people will inevitably
only serve to undermine the credibility of the British and Hongkong
governments and the re ult is
increased instability in the colonly .
The dilema facing Douglas
Hurd is clear. He could agree to
Hongkong's demands and sow the
seeds of democracy in the colony;
or he could appease China by
limiting political reform . The indications are that he will steer a middie course trying to satisfy Hongkong
while
not
unduly
antagonizing China. In the end he
. will probably achieve neither.

CHINA

Wang Dan fought for
democracy. He counted
the dead in hospital after
Tianamen Square. Now
he is in solitary
confinement. By Michael
Barron.
Wang Dan

DO NOT forget the Chinese
students. This is the appeal
from Amnesty International
to all British students in this
country. AI are asking students to remember their fellow sjudents who gave their
lives in Tiananmen Square
and to campaign to end the
abuse of human rights in
China.
Amnesty's appeal concentrates
on one student. He is Wang Dan,
a history student at Beijing University. He played a prominent
role in the pro-democracy movement, organising a petition on
campus before the student
takeover of Tiananmen Square.
After the bloody events there he
was seen counting the dead and
wounded in hospitals. A warrant
for his arrest was issued on June
13. He was on the list of the 20
"most wanted" student leaders.
Wang Dan tried to flee abroad
but was captured and AI believe
he has been beaten during his
interrog~tio~. and has not yet been

charged. He is being held in solitary confinement in a maximum
security prison near Beijing called
Qingcheng number 1. Wang Dan
has been denied access to lawyers
and his family, but is allowed
some books. The beatings he has·
suffered are believed to have
resulted in both legs being broken
and one eye blinded.
For their campaign, AI are asking students· to send letters, telexes or faxes to top Chinese officials including the hardline premier Li Peng. AI asks students to
demand that Wang Dan be
released immediately or charged
with a recognised criminal
offence. If he is charged, that the
trial be held as. soon as possible
and that Wang Dan have access to
a proper legal defence. That while
in custody, Wang Dan is not tortured or ill-treated and that he be
granted access to medical aid,
lawyers and his family. The necessary addresses are available from
AI, phone: 01 278 6000 or the
international section of "Student".

Photo: Amnesty International

Amongst all the euphoria surrounding the fall of dictators in
Eastern Europe it is easy to forget
the pro-democracy movements
that have failed, despite the sympathetic
demonstrations
organised by students in this country during the summer and the
international outrage after the
tanks and troops were sent into
Tiananmen Square. It must be
remembered that the Chinese are
continuing the clampdown on
those who took part in the Tianamen demonstrations. Western
diplomats in Beijing estimate that
between 10,000 and 30,000 people
are being held in connection with
events in June.
Martial law has been lifted and
the blood stains cleaned up. There
are some Chinese leaders though,
who are calling for an intensification of the hunt for student leaders, while at the same time welcoming representatives opf world
governments such as the USA and
Britain.

With thanks to Amnesty International.

Do you want to -know "what is going on
in the world? "
The Student News Service needs regional co-ordinators to deal with East
European and African affairs. This will
involve establishing and maintaining
contacts with other student publications
in these areas, working with foreign
language translators and compiling
weekly bulletins of regional news to be
distributed to our contacts throughout
the world.

Interested ? Come along to the SNS
meetings on Wednesdays, 1.15 pm, 'Student' offices, 48 Pleasance.
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FILM
CAMEO
38 HOME STREET

667 7331

7 CLERK STREET

2284141

I. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
Can men and women be non-sexual
friends? Sally says ·yes'; Harry says ' no' .
2 pm, 4.125 pm, 6.30 pm, 9 pm
Fri and Sat 11.15 pm also. ·

2. BLACK RAIN
1.55 pm, 4.55 pm, 7.55 pm.

I. THE MAGIC FLUE
Sunday 4, 8 pm

3. THE DELINQUENTS
Further proof that Kylie can't act.
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm
£2.301£3, £1.60 student discount on
Mondays.

2.QUERELLE
Sunday 4, 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm
I. THE MAGIC FLUTE
Monday 5, 2.30 pm, 5.30 pm , 8 pm

2. KENNETH ANGER FILMS (1)
Monday 5, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

DOMINION

DRUGSTORE COWBOY
2.30 pm, 4.40 pm, 6.50 pm, 9 pm

2.LOCKUP
1.15 pm, 3.30 p-m, 5.55 pm, 8.30 pm

THE LAIR OF THE WHITE WORM
SALOME'S LAST DANCE
Friday 11.15 pm.

3. GHOSTBUSTERS 11
What, still?
1.05 pm, 3.35 pm, 6.05 pm

LAST TANGO IN PARIS
THE DECAMERON
Saturday 11.15 pm
Prices vary £1.20 and £2.90 according to
performance. Student concessions £2 on
double bills.

4. TURNER AND HOOCH
1 pm, 3.20 pm, 5.45 pm, 8.30 pm
Canine frolics.

2.SHIRLEY VALENTINE
What a gem.
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

2. KENNETH ANGER FILMS (I)
Tuesday 6 , 5 pm, 6.45 pm , 8.45 pm

5. LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYN
The first major motion picture of the '90s.
1.30 pm,. 3.45 pm, (not Sat or Sun)
OLIVER AND CO.
Dickens' tale in animation.
Sat and Sun, 1.30 pm, 3.30 pm
£I. 75 studenr concessions unti/6 pm.
Normlll price£2.60.

3. DEAD POETS SOCIETY
2 pm, 5 pm, 8 pm

1. ANOTHER WOMAN
Wednesday 7, 2.30 pm
BETRAYED
Wednesday 7, 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm

FILMSOC
60 PLEASANCE

5570436

ONE FROM THE HEART
Sunday 4, 6.45 pm, GST
TUCKER: THE MAN AND HIS DREAM
Sunday 6, 6.45 pm, Pleasance

I

THE WORLD OF ADU
Tuesday 6, 6.45 pm, Pleasance

THEATRE
BEDLAM
2 FORREST ROAD

2259873

DIRTY LINEN
Lunchtime perfomiance for Week 5.
Mon 5-Fri 9 Feb
1.30 pm
£/1£/.50

CANNON
229 3030

LOTHIAN ROAD

SPANISH FLY
A new play by EUTC member Chris
Hobon in which a failed cubist painter
oumeys to Spain to visit the house of his
idol, Pablo Picasso.
6-10 Feb
7.30pm
£21£2.501£3

EVENTS
THURSDAY
WARRENDER SCHOOL OF JAZZ
One-day courseof individual and group
teaching from the country's best
professional Jazz musicians. Hosted by
EU Big Band.
·
Register lOam, Reid Hall.
£18 for the day
ROBERT BURNS
Guest Speker : Rev Dr Robert Anderson
l.lOpm, 6th floor, JCMB
"Soul-Searching • A Waste Of Time?"
Seminar with a panel including The
Anglican Chaplain, Rabbi Rosen, and
Baha'i Society Rep.
7pm, Chaplaincy Centre
WARRENDER BP ALL STARS and
EU BIG BAND
The culmination of the days classes,
sponsored by British Petroleum.
7.30pm, Reid .Concert-Hall
£2.50/£1.50
EU ANTI-APARTHEID SOCIETY
Discussion: South Africa After Mandela's
Release. All Welcome
7.30-9pm Chaplaincy Centre
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
Robin Smith from the BUAV will be
showing slides and discussing the recent
Huntingdon Lab disclosures ·
Spm, Sinclair Room, Pleasance
ROCK NIGHT
8 pm , Chambers Street, seriously
long-haired metal types drinking seriously cheap beer equals unserious
times. (SOp, cheap drink). ·

£1.75 student concessions all
performances except Cinema 3 at 8 pm.

LOTHIAN ROAD

_2_L_EV_E_N_S_T_R_E...;..ET
_ _ _ _;::22;::9:....1:..:2=..:01

GRINDLAV STREET

TRAVERSE THEATRE
2262633

FRIDAY
LUNCIITIME CONCERT
Chorale preludes for Candlemas, with
John ~tchen on the organ.
l.lOpm, Reid Concert Hall
CHRISTIAN UNION
"HELP! How Do I Deal With ... ?"
Seminars on homosexuality racism
abortion and politics. Tea a~d worshlp.
6.30pm, Chaplaincy Centre
SUCK THE MARROW
An open circle arts happening. Come do
yout poetry, music, performance art,
exhibit visual art, or just be.
Phone 229-1920 for more info.
9pm, WASPS Studio, Patriot Hall
Hamilton Place, Stockbridge.
'
GREEN BANANA CLUB
fudie and alternative disco in our
favourite night-spot.
Evening, Potterrow.
SOp with matric card.
TEVIOT ROW UNION
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30pm
Union open till2am
A variety of entertainment, from the disco
upstairs to the disco downstairs, with MTV somewhere in between.
LUNCHTIME DEBATE
1 pm, Teviot Debating Hall; motion.
"This House Supports Student Loans" .
Sponsored by Websters.

SATURDAY
EO SINGERS
Including the first performance of a
commissioned piece from Coates, 'The
City in the Sea'
.
7.45pm, Reid Concert Hall
Tickets available at door
APOCALYPSE
The renamed and revamped Heaven
makes an appearance at our second
favourite union.
.
Evening, Chambers Street Union

Matinee concessions £1 . Early Evenings

£2. Main evenings £2.80. No Saturday
concessions.

BRUNTON THEATRE
2299697

FITTING FOR LADIES
George Feydeau's 19th-century French
farce. Strange coincidences and bizarre
characters including one who thinks she's
the Queen of Ireland. But then don't we
all .
Until Sat 3 Feb
7.45pm
£2.50-£6.50

PLAYHOUSE
GREENSIDE PL

TALLY'S BLOOD
Anne Marie Di Maybro's new play for
the Traverse Theatre Company. It
centres around a Scottish Italian family in
the 1930s and later in the 1950s.
Thur 1-Sun 11 Feb
7.30pm
£5.00/£3.00

I. BLUE VEL VET
Thursday 8, 2.30 pm, 6 pm
SUR
Thursday 8, 8.15 pm

2. BREATHLESS
Thursday 8 , 3 pm , 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

2. GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
Friday 2
3 pm , 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm

ROYAL LYCEUM

·'ROBIN HOOD AND THE
BABES IN THE WOOD
If there was a What's On award for the
longest-running entry, I think the King's
would have it with this panto.
Until Sat 17 Feb
7 pm (Mats 2.15 pm)
£5-£7

2282688

1. RUNNING ON EMPTY
2.30 pm Friday 2
JESUS OF MONTREAL
6 pm, 8.125 pm Friday 2

I. ANOTHER WOMAN
Tuesday 6, 2.30 pm
BETRAYED
Tuesday 6, 5.45 pm , 8.15pm

2. BREATHLESS
Wednesday 7, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

FILMHOUSE

KING'S

GRASSMARKET

447 2660

l. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
2.10 pm, 4.10 pm, 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm

I. PARENTHOOD
Steve Martin takes on the paternal role.
1.55 pm, 4.45 pm, 7.55 pm
Sat only 11 pm.

THE UGLY AMERICAN
Tuesday 6, 8.45 pm, Pleasance

NEWBATILE TER

557 2590

CATS
Just when you thought you'd heard the
last ofthis, they go and extend the run for
three weeks.
Until24Feb
7.30 pm (Wed & at Mat 2.30 pm)
£6.50-£12.50

THE BASEMENT
8 pm. Teviot Park Room; with sexy,
bubbly Scottie. (Free)_

SUNDAY
PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE

5 pm, Teviot Debating Hall, see panel.

MONDAY
WAR GAMES SOCIETY PUB LUNCH
1 pm, Greenmantle Pub; red leader, red
leader ... steak pie at one o'clock, over
and out. (geddit).
EU SCOTTISH NATIONALIST
ASSOCIATION
JKathleen Marshal! (Shelter) on young
homelessness.
8.30pm, Highland Room, Societies .Centre

TUESDAY
FRENCH SOCIETY
Lunch and conversation -i n the French
Dept basement
lpm, 60 George Square
LUNCHTIME CONCERT
The Kegelstatt Trio.
R Sanderson (viola), J Gough (piano),
and R Ellis (clarinet), play Mozart,
mHolbrooke and Uhl.
l.IOpm, Reid Concert Hall
EU FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS
ASSQCIATION
Peter Ga1'ft:t, founding mamber of the
national FSA, will givea'brief history of
the assQCiation and discuss its position
· regarding the governments ID Card
scheme.
6.3\)Pm. Ochil Room, Pleasance.

"What is Baha'i?"
A no-nonsense introduction to a spiritual
·
·
revolution.
7pm, William Robertson Btrllding

MUSSELBURGH

6652240

REBECCA
Brunton Theatre Company stage Daphne
Du Maurier's thriller.
Wed 27 Jan-Sat 3 Feb
7.30pm
£4.25 (£3)

WHEN SMOKING IS BAD FOR YOU/
THE ERPINGHAM CAMP
The first is a monoogue by Chekhov
featuring a henpecked husband
addressing his wife's school for girls. The
second is a holiday camp farce by Joe
Orton.
Wed 7 -Sat 24 Feb
7.30pm
£4.25 (£3)

EUFOLKCLUB
9pm, The Pleasance

WEDNESDAY
WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENCE
CLASSES
Beginner classes starting again for the
new term.
2pm, Ochil Room, The Pleasance.
£1.50 a session, £10 for the course
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
Interdenominational Service of Holy
Communion for the week of prayer for
Christian Unity.
l.lOpm, Chaplaincy Centre
JAZZ NIGHT
This weeks entertainment comes from
the EU Big Band, with Happy Hour 89pm.
Evening, The Pleasance Bar.
EU STUDENTS AGAINST RACISM
5.30 pm, Chaplaincy SRI, weekly
meeting.
EU LIBERAL DEMOCRATS
2 pm , Chaplaincy Library ; environment
meeting.

HAVING A DISCO, PARTY,
STARTING A CLUB? OR JUST
WANT PEOPLE TO KNOW
ABOUT YOUR REGULAR
MEETINGS? LET PEOPLE
KNOW THROUGH "WHAT'S ON"
- JUST HA YE THE FULL
DETAILS IN BY !pm MONDAY,
TO THE STUDENT OFFICES,
THE PLEASANCE.
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. CLUBS ,
THURSDAY

SPANISH HARLEM
An incredibly large PA system, so i{
th~ts how you like your House, go pose
With the rest. Rumoured to be on its last
legs, but I''m sure all the people with
hooded tracksuits wouldn't agree.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm - 3am

FREEDOM
After a weeks break, (were you swinging
your stuff at the Bums Night ceilidh?)
this House/dance mix returns. Promiising
benefits every month, could this club be
even better than Shag?
Wilkie House Cowgate
10,30- 3am

p

£2

MARLEY'S
As it suggests, a reggae club to cater for
an older crowd.
Shady Lady's, Cowgate
10.30pm- 3am

THE EGG CLUB
Indie.
Network
Tollcross.
10.30pm -. 3am
£1.50

r,

£2

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
BARRIO NEGRO
At last - a club which plays what it
promises to play - a mix of Latin, jazz
and soul., a worthwhile alternative to the
House predominance of the Edinburgh
club scene ..
Network 2, Tollcross
10.30pm - 4am
£2 (instead of the advertised £2.50) and any free tickets are still valid~

EXHIBITIONS
PORTFOLIO GALLERY
43 CANDLEMAKER ROW

DREAM/SLAM
More House, this time mixing Gl~sgow's
Slam with the old Edinburgh Dream.
The Mission, Victoria St
lOpm- 3am

220 1911

GRACE ROBERTSON:
PHOTOJOURNALIST OF THE '50s
Exhibition of photographs taken by
Grace Robertson who was a regular
contributor to 'Picture Post' in the fifties.
Unti\17 Feb
Tue-Sat noon-5.30 pm

RICHARD DEMARCO
GALLERY

iMMIGRANT CLUB
Independent music with some of the
better-known classics thrown in.
Shady Lady's, Cowgate
10.30pm - 3am
£2
PACIFIC STATE
Another offering from the Harlem crew, if
you can take it. Reputedly a busy joint of
an evening.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm · 3am
£3

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
Our very own Potterrow is becoming a
happening place (I knew it would be
sooner or later). Getting better by the
minute, and still with lots of cheap beer
to keep you smiling.
Mandela Centre
Spm- lam
£1.50/SOp for guests. Bring matric card.

BATIKWORK FROM THE FAR EAST
1 Feb-31 March
Mon-Fri 9 am-8.30 pm; Sat 9 am-1 pm

GREENBELTAROUNDTHESAHARA
Exhibitions mounted in Inverleith House.
Until28 Feb
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 11 am-3 pm

2.00 (Not Sun); 4.15, 6.30, 9.00.
STALLONE

LOCKUP(18)
1.15, 3.30, 5.55, 8.30. late shows Fri & Sat only at 11.15 pm.
The Superstars of the Supernatural are back.

GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG)
1.05, 3.35, 6.05
MICHAELJ. FOX

137 GEORGE STREH

Daily at 8.45 only. late shows Friday and Saturday only at 11 pm.
TOM HANKS

TURNER AND HOOCH (PG)
1.00, 3.20, 5.55, 8.30.
The first major motion picture of the '90s.

LAST EXIT FROM BROOKLYN (18)
1.30 (except Sat and Sun), 3.45 (except Sat and Sun). 6.15,

BOURNE FINE ART GALLERY
557 4oso

POLISH CONTEMPORARY
DRAWINGS
The work of 15 different foles in this
show organised by galleries in
Southampton and Lodz.
18 Jan-10 Feb
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm

SCOTTISH WATERCOLOURS AND
OILS
Exhibition of works from the gallery's
stock.
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm;
Sat 10 am-I pm

THE RAINBOW (15)
Saturday and Sunday only. WALT DISNEY'S

OLIVER AND COMPANY U)
BOOK IN ADVANCE. BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 am-7 pm.
ACCESSNISA HOTLINE 668 2101.

5527171

needs new
volunteers.
Call
5574444
or drop in
to our offices
in the
Pleasance
Courtyard

2206370

CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
A repeat showing of artists who have
exhibited with the Society in recent years.
Until17Feb
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5.30 pm;
Sat 10 am-1 pm

CITY ART CENTRE
2MARKETST

Luckily the BBC has kept some o(its
integrity: the per~on who offers the
most unusual, healthiest and economic
filling for a jacket potato, costing under
The two .faces of British comedy are
£1.50 and enough for a family of four,
on show thts week m 'The Comic Strip'
gets to appear on the set of
and 'Little and Large'. The former
offers a reunion of the alternative-fringe · ' Neighbours'. You' ll be sitting, munch·
ing your fine potato, while those magni·
posse of comedian(enne)s who have
ficent Antipodean players 'act' around
bee~ h~ndsomely rewarded by the
you. But don't be too devastated if you
mstttutwn they enjoyed to hate and
miss this opportunity to be part of
have now become. 'Little and Large'
offers further irony: it is so very lacking Melbourne's great gift to Western
Thought; the runner-up gets five pounds
m humour and originality that the most
of potatoes and a year's subscription to
phlegmatic critic is sent into hyperbolic
the BBC Good Food guide.
hystena. Some comedians can acknowAmidst ths frenzy of excitement, we
ledge and exploit their badness but ·
are taken beyond human containment
Little and Large are violently abysmal;
this week by the improbable screening
rather hke an unaesthetised lobotomy.

8.~.

late shows Friday and Saturday only at 11.30.
KEN RUSSELL'S

------------------==~~
ENGLISH PORTRAITS AND
FIGURE ORA WINGS: 1600-1900
A selection from gallery's stock.
Throughout Feb and March
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

SEAN PENN

CASUALTIES OF WAR (18)

FINE ART SOCIETY

4 DUNDAS ST

2252424

TIME AND MOTION
A group of young artists exhibit their
sculptures which incorporate light and
sound.
Until17 Feb
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm
of a Soviet sex film. In fact 'Little Vera'
contains only one' bed scene, but it was
enough to steam more than one pair of
Russian spectacles. The Channe\4 press
release says 50 million Soviets went to
see it in its first 12 weeks (wonder why).
Watch it yourself on Friday and see
glasnost brush away those coital cob·
webs.
It is comforting to know that our own
precious Muriel Gray is fighting tooth
and nail to save George Square Theatre
and protect us from nasty bureaucrats
(and business schools) in general. In
fact it's just amazing, but surely commendable, to realise that she still has
time to make such worthwhile programmes as ' Walkie Talkie', this week
featuring Norman Tebbit

more calmy you cot.ld venture into the
But if none of this appeals, and you're
WRB at 7pm. Ever wondered what I who/
still managing to resist the urge to go and
where the Baha'i Sociery was? Have a
ogle Anita Harris as a thigh-slapping
sneak preview on BBC2 on Monday at
Robin Hood at the King's (7pm, £5-7,
Those of you who had 9am lectures,
until 17th Feb), perhaps all you big kids
6.45pm, then come along and have all
and are already bored in the library, may
your questions answered. How many of
will be tempted down to Stockbridge. For
still be in with a chance of signing up for
your friends will have had a "no·
those of you not overdosed on poems
the Jazz School today, organised by EU
· nonsense introduction to a spiritual
about haggis, try the Whistlebinkies
Big Band. If you can't make it to the Reid
version of "Tarn O'Shanter",with giant
revolution" by this time next week?
Hall this morning, try turning up to see
puppets and music.(Sat 3rd, 2.30 &
the results of the days activities at
Finally I'd like to remind everyone (in
7.30pm, £3/1.50, 34 Hamilton Place)
7 .30pm tonight.
case they'd forgotten) that SHAG I is a
However if it's music you want, then
If jazz isn't up your strret, have a look
terribly nice club, full of lots of happy
I'm sure a trip to the Network on
at the Filmsoc double bill: Distant
people, with two floors of fun & wacky
Tuesday for The Wedding Present, will
Voices, Still lives (6.45pm), followed by inspire you enough to visit The Venue on music for you to bop to. (Thanks,
Last Tango In Paris (8.25pm). Free for
GraHam)
Wednesday for a demo by Marshall
members, and only £2 for a guest ticket
Amps, where you can overdose for a
(in advance from the Union shops), this
week. (see Music for details). If you
sure beats essay-writing as a way to kill prefer to spend Tuesday evening a bit
MoyaWilkie
an evening.

REVIEW

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY (15)

THE DEEP
Supposedly another great Wednesday
club but not getting the best of turnouts.
The Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm- 3am
£2

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN

556 8921

031-667 7331/2

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***

DEADROCK CLUB
Offering live rock and disco, proving a
popular mix.
The Venue, Calton Road
lOpm- 4am

INVERLEITH

THE MOUND

CLERK STREET

Can the relationship last?
BILLYCRYSTAL
MEGRYAN

MAMBO CLUB
Getting more and more popular, this
is dancing you through the weekend.
Network 3, Tollcross
10.3opm- 3am
£2.50/ £2 for members

GEORGE IV BRIDGE
225 5584
------------------~~~

NATIONAL GALLERY
OF SCOTLAND

ODEON

£2

CENTRAL LIBRARY

BLACKFRIARS ST
557 0707
--------~~------~~~

TV GUIDE

KANGAROO KLUB
The shoulders are still hopping at this
long-running club · I'm sure the music
hasn't changed either.
The Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm - 3am

VIDEO
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VIDEO BOXES NOW AVAILABLE
FOR NIGHTLY HIRE
~6 West Preston Street
19 Henderson Row

Burt
Reynolds

136 Marchmont Road
20 Rosebum Terrace

There so
Russell

If he's
innocent,
the truth
could save him.
If he's
guilty.
the lies
could kill her.
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Schlum Companies
have it ....
Other·s don't
Schlumberger Industries and Technologies is
a group of companies representing
·approximately half of Schlumberger Ltd, an
international company of 50,900 employees
with operations worldwide. In the UK we are
about 2500-strong working in a dozen highlyautonomous business units.
We design,
develop, manufacture and sell a range of
products including test and measurement
instrumentation, energy management
systems, sensors and transducers, automatic
board-test equipment, CAD-CAM systems
and metering equipment of all sorts. The
company is looking for high calibre
engineering graduates for R&D (Electronic
Hardware, Software, Mechanical) and
Production
(Systems, Manufacturing,
Industrial, Purchasing, Quality).
Appropriate degree subjects include electrical/electronic, mechanical, production engineering, information technology, computer
science, physics. Training is mainly on the job,
supplemented by training courses tailored to
tha individual's requirements. Promotion is

from within, meaning a great number of possible career paths to suit the needs and .
strengths of each graduate. Overseas contact
and postings are quite normal since for
Schlumberger 1992 was a long time ago!
We will be holding interviews at Edinburgh
University on the 1st March, and will be giving
a presentation the 27th February to explain ·
the company and the jobs we are offering in
more detail.
If you feel a career with Schlumberger cou Id be
of interest. but haven't yet made an application, we will be accepting late applications up
to a couple of days before the visit. These
should be sent t<!:
·
Wendy Bailey, Schlumberger Technologies,
Cobham Road, Ferndown Industrial Estate,
Wimborne. Dorset, BH21 7PP.
Applications should preferably be made on the
Schlumberger Application forms available
from the Careers Service, but Standard Application forms are acc~ptable.
We look forward to meeting you.

CRACing
Fun
This week we take a look at the fourday course run at Easter by the
Careers Research and Advisory
Centre (CRAC).
THE Easter break, the careers
service, in association with the
Careers Research and Advisory
Service, will agaln be running
their highly popular Insight into
Technical
and
General
Management courses. These
courses, which are run intensively
over four days aim to give students a unique insight into the
types of careers they might expect
to fmd themselves in as managers
in an industrial environment.
They aim to give undergraduates
insight into the nature of different
management functions, how they
are interrelated, some of the typical problems involved, and how
decisions are made as well as helping undergraduates to relate their
own qualifications, experience and
career objectives to job opportunities outside higher education.
There are two separate courses
run at Easter. One is an insight
into general management aimed at
all students, and the other is a
technical course, more suited to
students studying a more scientific

subject.
The courses provide case studies, discussions, role plays, lectures and personal contacts, during
which undergraduates can meet individuals working ·in a wide.range
of different organisations. They
involve participants in problem
solving and team work and try to
give people some feel for the variety of managerial work.
Reports from students who attended last years course have
ranged from such epithets as
"a hugely invaluable, rewarding
and unforgettable experience" to
·"I would say that it was the
most enjoyable and definitely the
most hectic four days of the vacation·:
The courses are open to all students (all third years students and
second year science students
should have already received information about them), and further
information and application forms
can be obtained from the careers
service, 33 Buccleuch Place.

CAREER PRESENTATION
NUMERATE GRADUATES: OPTIONS SECURITIES TRADING
O'Connor is an international trading and risk management firm which has
enjoyed rapid growth since its founding in 1977. From our original seven
employees we have grown to over 600 people. This growth owes itself to the
successful development and application of analytical trading methods .within
the market place. We are neither a fund manager nor an investment adviser:
our trading is conducted solely for our own account.
~ll of our trading staff are graduates. They have been attracted by the
mtellectual demands of our analytical trading style and the opporutnity of
~arly responsibility. Although they bring a variety of degre.e disciplines to the
ftrm they all have exceptional numerical aptitude and an appetite for solving
problems as part of a team.
H you are seeking:

***
*

Excellent training
Promotion upon merit - - - An informal yet professional work environment
An opportunity to join a young committed team which leads the
international options and future markets

then we look forward to meeting you at our upcoming presentation where
you will have the opportunity to meet some of our traders.

PRESENTATION AND REFRESHMENTS

Monday 5th February 1990, from 6.00 p.m.
BALCONY LOUNGE, HUGH NISBET BUILDING,
HERIOT-WATT, RICCARTON

O'CONNOR SECURITIES
LONDON· CHICAGO· NEW YORK· PHILADELPHIA·
SAN
.
. FRANCISCO· TORONTO

\

onsore

FAST FORWARD VIDEO
136 Marchmont Road
36 West Preston Street
19 Henderson Row
20 Rosebum Terrace

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
~dinburgh

Tel: 031-447 6999
Tel: 031-667 5464
Tel: 031-556 3344
Tel: 031-346 2188

[::>-[>

BP helps to refine

the world's most
valuable resource.
Young people are our most valuable resource .
That's why BP has traditionally sponsored educational

students special access to BP facilities and indu strial plants.
We don't pretend that there isn't an element of
self-interest

involved.

We're

helping

to

produce

young people who will be an asset to any industry.
Even, dare we sa·y it, our own.
Supporting education is one of the things BP 1s
doing today, for all our tomorrows.

programmes in countries around the world.
W i t h teach i n g mater i. a I and de v e I o pm en t proJects, we encourage students to get to grips with
practical issues. And our local link schools allow

For

all our tomorrows.
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Mac Genius: T oby Scott

Pilgrim Goes to the Movies
SOMEBODY once wrote a because those carpets will eat anybook called I Lost It Af The thing (unless, of course, you want
Movies, which I am told was to get rid of it in which case the
about the great role movies carpet will glue it thoughtfully to
· and movie-going played in your shoe).Small change, car
keys, popcorn, mint imperials,
her youth and of all the weird credit
cards, shoes (it happened to
and wonderful moments she me) all these and more are daily
had culminating, I suppose, being devoured by cinema carpets
in losing "it".
all over Britain. Why? Who
I also lost "it" ~t the movies, but
the "it" in my case was a rather
expensive watch my grandfather
had given · me for my eleventh
birthday. He had travelled all the
way from Essex to Lancashire to
bestow this gift upon me and soon
after his departure back south, my
parents, dutiful to the last, to me
too see Star Wars at our local
movie house. This was a place called the Classic which boasted of
having 50 different flavours of ice
cream, although this turned out to
be something of an overstatement, the only one on sale being a
version of vanilla that tasted li~e
seaweed.
I had taken my watch off during
one of the slow moments and
then, surprised to see two people
in the row in front in a fairly
advanced stage of sexual intercourse, I dropped it. I learned two
important things from this experience (three if you count learning
how to lie to your grandparents
over the phone). Firstly that
. romantic liaisons in a cinema are
dangerous for both you and the
people around you, and secondly
that the carpets in cinemas eat
things if you drop them. Even
with the house lights on and the
mighty beams of al the usherettes
torches we could lay our hands on,
the was no sign at all of there ever
having been a watch on the flo·or,.

knows?
A long time ago, before the
advent of television, AIDS, compact disc players and the poll tax
you could go into most large
cinemas and find that some cad
had gone along the back row of
seats and stolen every other arm
rest, leaving a series of double
seats. In may be hard to believe in
the era of safe sex but this was
intentional, the reasoning being
that if you are going to have
couples swapping large amounts
of bodily fluids during the movies
you might as well have them doing
on the back row w]lere they won't
disturb the rest of the customers.
This was useful for the management as it drastically reduced the
number of complaints they got
from people who had missed an
important scene because the
couple in the front .were close to
attaining mutual orgasms, but it
also served a great purpose for the
average romantic movie-going
fool because you knew that if you
were sitting in a double seat with a
young friend of the opposite sex
(or the same sex , I suppose, but
that is beyond my ken) and an
appropriate age then you knew
you weren't there to see the
movie. There was no awkward
silences, no fumbled arm movements , no panic, no sweat: all you
had to say was "Shall w_e sit in the

back row" and you could take it
from there to marriage without
ever having to ask agai_n if you so
desired. In these uncertain days a
person of a weak constitution
could easily die of embarrassment
trying to manouvre his or her chosen one into the appropriate slot
and even then who knows what
disasters may befall you before
happiness is attained . "Shall we sit
in the back row?"
"Why, are you long sighted?"
Probably because I enjoy going
to the cinema so much, most of my
romantic liaisons have involved
movies at some point, which
brings me to the only piece of
advice I feel sure in giving: never,
ever, take anyone you are trying
to "get to know better"
(euphemism) to se a film that you
might conceivably want to watch
again in your adult life. Why?
Because all things fade and die
and all love turns to dust and
eventually you will find yourself
unable to watch that film without
crying over all the memories it
evoke.
Case Study 1. Pilgrim and "E " .
We go to see Staying Alive with
John Travolta at the Classic. The
evening is a disaster but I am not
too worried about never seeing
Mr. Travolta's little classic again.
Case Study 2. Pilgrim and "M" .
Woody Alien's Manhatten. Success, joy and love follow. Then
end. Now I can't go near that
movie without crying and trying to
open a vein. So plan ahead. Go to
see I Spit on Your Grave for your
big date, or at least go into the
cinema the day before and steal
every other arm rest along the
back row . Go ahead, the carpet
regards them as a great delicacy.

Com~~tition
Those incredibly generous people at the Cannon
havesupplied us with a
well worthy of the adjective "wonderful". The
prizesincludeBlackRain
books and posters and free
tickets to see the filma t
any Cannon cinema. All
you have to do is answer
these two simple questions.
1) Name three other
movies in which Michael
Douglas has starred.
2)Name three other movIes which Ridley Scott
has directed.
Answers on a postcard
please to the Student offices at 48, Pleasance,
Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ before Valentine's Day.
That's Febuary 14th for
the unromantic amongst
ou.

I

Thanks to: Anne Elder, Bill and A dam, Ross at Fast Forward, Gay Cox at the Film house, the Nos~lgia sh~p, ~obert
Lamden and 1van Reid for computer help, Janet and Mary, Sung and Michael, Peter Scott, Jane B1ro and JUSt about
everybody else.
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Although cinema is essentially a visual medium, music is more important
to the success or failure of a film than most people realise. Gavin Boyter
explains all.
A STRONG, silent man closes the door of his
car and walks the rainsoaked night streets, deep
in thought (slow blues undercutting the sound of
rain). He turns a corner into a dark alleyway and
stops beneath a streetlamp to squint at an
address on a small scrap of envelope (blues stops
to be replaced by a low drumbeat, imitative of a
heartbeat). He begins to walk again, towards the
far end of the alley, the earner<} tracking from
behind. About two thirds of the way down a
shuffling is heard and the man spins round, but
the camera panning the alley behind him, revealS
nothing.
He resumes his slow walk, now checking the doorways
that have sprung up on either side (the drumbeat has
increased in tempo, in accordance with his newly
heightened fear). As one particular doorway passes the
camera, it is seen to open, though no figure is observed
emerging (all music and sound cut). The camera
tracking the man is no longer smooth- now its handheld,
to suggest a follower. Cut to camera in front of the man,
as he stops beside a door to check the address on the
paper once more. Trying to hold it up to the light, a gust
of wind catches it and blows it into a puddle behind him.
Bending down to pick it up, he catches the reflection of
a·knife in the puddle (smooth, long, high violin notes in
repetitive sequence begin, low but rising).
This could be the opening sequence of a movie. The
story seems fairly straightforward- the hero (perhaps a
private eye) has been given an address to investigate in
a seedy part of town, but someone is already on to him
and is keen to prevent him from increasing whatever
knowledge he already has. All this information can be
gleaned from the visuals alone, but the soundtrack
contributes greatly to the feel of the opening scene.
A slow blues to start the film locates it in time and
place- a time appropriate to the kind of music selected,
and the place, an American city, possibly Chicago. It
may also, along with the visuals, give an indicatlo'! of
genre- in this case, most probably 'film noir'. It isn't, of
course, necessary that the audience should get all this
from the music- they may be too intent on what they are
seeing to take much noHce of the music, and the film will
eventually fill in all these details anyway. But the music
adds an essential atmosphere to the film, and tells us that
this is, after all, a film, a dramatic fiction and certainly
not a documentary.
Witness the difference between this imaginary film
and John Cassavetes' 'Husbands' for example, where
there is almost no music used whatsoever, except in a
scene where a character is actually seen to put on some
music. The film really does have a documentary, superrealist feel to it that can be quite suffocating at times.
When tl!e character finally does introduce music, the
release he feels is echoed by the audience.
.Another valuable role this opening music may play is
in establishing the character of the hero. Jazz or Blues,

Forrest Whittaker as Charlie Parker in Clint Eastwood's Bird.
with its (perhaps undeserved) suggetion of sleaze or
lowlife, would ideally suit a Philip Marlowe or a
Humphrey Bogart character. See what it does for the
Newman character in the opening of The Hustler, for
example.
.
Obviously, just as incidental music can be used well it .
can be misused - either by preparing the audience t~o
soon for a surprise that should be revealed by the action
(the drumbeat in the fictional example above) or
perhaps by actually telling the audience how to react to
an emotional scene. This last 'manipulative' use of music
is usually the bane of American TV movies, where the
~erest h~nt ~f tenor sax (sax= sex), will give away what
IS occurnng m the partially-lit boudoir even before the
camera pans across the discarded clothing on the floor.
Tearjerking strings will eagerly intrude into any reunion
of parents and offspring, or scream into 'Psychoesque'
frenzy at the first flicker of danger or fear.
Cliche itself, though, can be used to spectacular
effect. A lush John Williams or Jerry Goldsmith score

Ennio Morricone's brilliant score vastly enhanced The Mission

will propel a picture like 'Star Trek' or .'Raiders
into the realm of epic heroism simply by restating,
in a subtly altered form , the scores of other epically
heroic films. When a melodic cliche becomes so
commonplace that it is actually expected, parody often
becomes irresistible. In Mel Brook's Blazing Saddles,
the mock-western ballad that begins the film only
explicitly does what Morricane 's loudly twanging guitars
and percussion did for films like 'The Good, the Bad and
the Ugly', pointing out how over the top it all is, though
in the latter case, heightening the drama magnificently
as well.
More cynically, music is exploited for financial gain,
by choosing a musical style to spe<;ifically target an
a~.!dience. Here I'm chiefly thinking of the 'brat-pack'
audience, whose music collections, or so the
merchandisers would have us believe, are always crying.
out for another early sixties compilation. In this way,
film soundtracks become marketable packages, musical
souvenirs of the films that filled our youthful free-timeand why not, except that this inevitably results in a
cheapening of the effects that a soundtrack can createa homogenisation of mood and approach. Which is
exactly what the Producers want, for it makes the job of
selling the film far easier.
The use of pre-written music, when it's classical music
or jazz, can be far more interesting, especially when
used with originality or metaphor in mind. A Woody
Alien comedy would be incomplete without its jazz
soundtrack or, in the case of Hannah and her Sisters,
dollops of Bach to pinpoint the tastes and characters of
the people who inhabit Alien's New York. Much has
been talked of the Strauss waltzes that added a new and
surprising grace to Kubrick's vision of the future in 2001
and few copies of Richard Strauss's 'Also Sprach
Zarathustra' are sold without some mention, in the
programme notes, of its use in the 'Man discovers
weapons' scene in the same film. Few could forget the
ominous chanting, often reaching disturbing decibel
levels, that heralds the approach of the mysterious
monolith. 2001 demonstrates ably the very best level of
attainment that the a.-t of selecting and placing music in
a film can reach.
Soundtracks, when carefully considered and
constructed, can do so much -locate the action, indicate
character traits, add atmosphere, elaborate anomalies
between fictive reality and reality as the audience is
supposed to perceive it, speak metaphorically, create
parody and so forth, that many films would simply fall ·
flat without them. Interestingly too, few soundtracks
can survive, once abstracted from the action. When
linked in happy symbiosis, the two sensory elements
feed off each other so well that I (perhaps you too?) can
find myself with a song or snatch of music in my head,
feeling a little like a character in a movie.
(Ambiguous piano melody- contemplative, but also
resolved. Fade to silence with the visuals).
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Toby Scott talks to a rather defensive Neil Jordan, the director of High Spirits, Mona Lisa and
the forthcoming We're No Angels, about the problems of building a town in Canada.
NEIL JORDAN, for one, is clear about his latest
film. "It's a movie about bad guys doing good
things. It's also about belief and faith, but above
all else it's a comedy." We're No Angels, which
has been drawing mixed criticism from the critics
in America, stars Robert de Niro and Sean Penn
and was written by David Mamet, best known for
his screenplay for The Untouchables.
The film tell the story of two convicts who, after
unwillingly taking part in a jail breakout try to make their
way across the border into Canada disguised as priests. De
Niro and Penn both put a lot of effort into their roles as
Jordan explained "The movie was essentially written with
Robert and Sean in mind for the roles of Ned and Jim. It
started when Art Linson approached David Mamet with
the idea of writing a film for them and that was when the
idea of the convicts came in."

I love to mix genres, to produce a full
pallet of emotional colours.
For all of his previous films, Jordan had written the
script as well as directing, and so I wondered whether it
was hard to work top someone else's script. "It wasn't too
hard , as I became involved with the film right after the first
draft of the script. I liked it because it deals with many of
the things I am obsessed with: the 1930's and prison
movies, but also what people want from belief. I admire
David Mamet very much as a writer and what tended to
happen is that I gradually made his script my own . The
biggest difference and problem with having his script was
that if a scene wasn't working I couldn't sit down and do a
re-write on the spot as his "style is so distinctive it's
impossible to impersonate."
'!'he film was shot about forty miles east of Vancouver iJ?
~ntJsh Columbia and involved building an entire t9wn , a
1~ove which Jordan at pains to justify. "The script
required that the film takes place in town on the U.S.Canada border which has a river with a large weir running
through it and which has a monastary and holy shrine in it.
Such a town just doesn 't exist so we had to build it."

exploration of the religous and theological ideas raised in
it, in addition to a rather bloody action sequence at the
end, which culminates with de Niro, a small girl and a
. statue of the Virgin Mary sliding down the weir. "Some
. people. ~ave called i.t a very religous film put I tend to think
of it as an almost anti-religous piece. The key tO' the whole
thing is Sean Penn 's speech ·at ther end when he say · that"
you could do worse than believe in something, miracles
may happen, but it shouldn't matter either way. I am
something of a lapsed Catholic myself and I was intrigued
. to see that David Mamet, who is Jewish, feels the same
way about religion that I do.
"As for the scene at the end with the statue sliding down
a weir, we had to do that shot about a hundred times
before it went right. We had forty statues and now there
are bits of them all over Canada."
For his previous films, Neil had always worked as an
independent, but We're No Angels was his first film for a
studio. Did this cause any problems? "The studio w~re
very good and left us alone for the duration of the shoot.
The biggest difference between working as an
independent and with a studio is that with the studio you
· have . greater resources at your disposal but everything
happens more slowly. We had no major problems during
the shoot and it all went very well." And what about the
cost? "I'd rather not say ... it actually came in ~t $22milion,
which is what it was budgeted for and which I think is very
The other set used was a disused copper mine which reasonable these days."
served as the prison in which the film starts. The effect is
to give the prison the feel of being one of the layers of hell,
and it also bears more than a passing resemblance to parts
of the set of Metropolis. When this was put to him, Jordan
once again defended his corner. "I really liked the prison
set at the start ot the mov1e. The film starts very bleakly
and violently, and later opens out into something lighter
and more peaceful. I love to mix genres, to produce a full
pallet of emotional colours, and having such a hellish set
for the prison was ideal." But what the Metropolis
refence? "That was only semi-intentional. The set was
designed by Wolf Kroeger, and I don't know what he was
thinking of when he created it, but when I saw it I spotted
the similarity with Metropolis and so framed a couple of
shots in a similar way to that film."
Whilst the film is ostensibly a comedy, the humourous
Steve Guttenburg and Darryl ~annah someaspect is played down towards the end in favour of the
what lacking In High Spirits.
The film is ·based in part on a 1955 movie of the same
name by Michael Curtiz, but Jordan is quick to deny that
it's just another remake. "The differences between this
film and the original are enormous, not least in that the
original was set in the 1800's. The problem with remakes
is that people remake good movies and rarely improve dn
them. You ought to remake bad ones and make them
better, which, in as much as this isn't really a remake, is
what we've tried to do."
The principle attraction in this film for most people w11l
be the presence of Robert de Niro and Sean Penn,
especially as Penn made much of his early work with a
reputation of being like the young de Niro. What was it
like to work eith two such strong actors? "Robcrt is an
incredible actor to work with because he is always willing
to experiment with a scene. Somebody once said that you
don't edit him, you mine him, because he always has at
least one more good idea. Some people have accused de'
Niro of mugging a lot but the are so many non-verbal parts
in David's script that you have to use facial expressions a
lot to get the message across. There were no big displays
of ego on the set, no problems at all. I think both Robert
and Sean are great comic actors. The rest of the cast were
great too. I wanted Ray McAnally to play the part of the
governor when I first read the ~cript and he wa brilliant."
. Neil Jordan is worried and has reason to be. The film,
which I have to admit i n 'tall that good, has been drawing
mixed notices and isn't breaking box office record in
America, but I suppose I ought to give him the la t word .
"I think the reson people haven't liked it is that it i n 't
what they'd expect from a movie by the people who made
it. They see the name de iro, Penn, Mamet and Jordan
and expect one thing and get something el e."

Cathy Tyson and Bob Hosklns In the climactic scene In Nell Jordan's Mona Lisa
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A Bit Off The Back
Tom Hiney talks to the director of the Fringe Film Festival, Vivienne Smith
THE
EDINBURGH
FRINGE . FILM
FESTIVAL is not an underfunded sidekick to
the International festival; rather it is the four
day , underfunded event held annually by
Britain's only remaining independent film
organisation. Despite its fragile and prohibitive
financial status, EFF continues to provide an
accessible forum and education to aspiring
filmmakers.
This year's coodinator, Vivienne Smith , explained the
series of workshops and special screenings that lead up'
to the culminative festival in early June. She was also

keen to dismiss the picture most people have of lowbudget films ... they are not all neo-Marxist, neoKafkaesque fodder for Guardian reading vegetarians
(well, most of them aren't).
·
In fact a glance at last year's festival programme does
show an impressive variety of subject, ranging from the
possibly predictable (Toxic Waste, Tackling the Issues)
to the weird (Dave's Bike) and wonderful (Cezanne's
Eyes). Few films run over an hour, though that is surely
due to the exhaustion of money rather than of
imagination. EFF receive enough material of enough
quality every year to hold a week long festival but cannot
afford it. More poignantly, Vivienne Smith wonders

whether British film, starved as it is of direction and
impetus, can afford to allow ~uch institutions to perish in
the face of escalating costs. Recognized as one of the
finest of its kind in Europe, the EFF does not even have
a permanent office and operates its year's activities out
of a suitcase, continually shifting venues and having to
change dates.
The festival itself takes place at The Filmhouse and
attracted films last year (all low-budget or workshopbased) from Wars~w, Dusseldorf, New York,
Switzerland and even Latvia. The films are grouped into
themes and shown in respective categories. Some, I
presume, are harder to catergorize than others, such as
Sean McAllister's 4minute piece made in Hull; 'The
black and white meanderings of the camera lead into
what you might think is an artistic portrayal of the perils
of smoking but, really, it is centered on McArthur Evers
pondering on life in contemporary Britain .. An
interestingly different view on a well aired theme. '
Unfortunately the coordinators had no such problems
over Wooden Curtains, an incredibly well made film
about the true story of racial abuse suffered by a Filipino
family in Sunderland. The film was commissioned by
Channel4 and is now used by the police in the training of
young officers. It was not the only film dealing with the
issue of race relations or lack thereof.
There seems to be an inverted equation commanding
contemporary Western film, whereby the more you
spend on a film the more vapid and bad it turns out. Most
of the budgets out of which these independent films were
made would not get a Hollywood production past
auditions and yet how infinitely superior and morally
indicative they are. Poverty is a very real form of
oppression- and oppression has always bred artistic
inspiration, yet while poets and artists need only the
price of a pen or brush to release such inspiration, film
directors need more than spiritual resources to exhibit
their genius.
Film as a visual art is yet to be explored to anywhere
approaching its full potential. Hollywood and Co. are
content to follow a safe, moronic pattern of repetition
and few outside independe 0 t studios show any artistic
curiosity. Edinburgh Fringe Film is the on)y surviving
British bastion of a crucial and threatened genre and
ought to be acknowledged and supported as such.

A film from last years Fringe Film Festival about Guatemala, showing the International nature of the event.

For more than twenty years Maurice Binder has been producing some of the best
known credit sequences in the worldNeil Smith talks to the man behind lames Bond.
MAURICE BINDER is one of the great unsung
heroes of the cinema, somewhat surprising when
one learns that over a billion people
over the world have witnessed his work. Binder is the
man behind the titles of the most successful film series in
history: his saucy silhouettes and girating females have
graced the opening sequences of the James Bond films
-

.

-

-

-

J

Sean Connery in Dr.

No: Pubic hair problems ahoy!

since 'Dr No' in 1962 to the latest, 'Licence to Kill', and
during a long and successful career he has worked with
movie giants like Stanley Donen, Roman Polanski and
Bernarde Bertolluchi. ·
During a special presentation at the Filmhouse
illustrating his work, I asked him how he got into title
design. "I began iil,advertising: I started out designing
posters of Rita H~yworth and all those other stars. My
first campaign was for 'Gilda' in 1946, and later I moved
into trailers and title sequences."
In 1960, Binder directed a charming title scene for
Donen's 'The Grass is Greener', depicting the film's
stars, Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum,
as babies! "That was the title that got me onto the Bond
films. The producers, Harry Saltzman and Cubby
Broccoli, came up to me after it opened and said, 'We're
doing a little film called 'Dr No'. Would you like to do the
titles?"
For this "little film", Maurice devised the famous
gunbarrel logo that has opened every Bond film since:
007 walking nonchalantly across the screen, then firing
directly at the camera as blood seeps downwards over a
circular gunsight. "The Bond titles have a certain style, a
certain feefing. The music is very important: the Bond title
sequences were wnat pop vtdeos are today. "
Has Maurice ever had any trouble with the wellendowned nudes he uses in the Bond opening scenes?
"No, it's always abstract and done with silhouettes. We
once had pubic hair problems on the silhouette; the girl
was not very co-operative, and refused to shave it off. She
said, 'If you want to brush it back so it doesn't show, then
go ahead and do it.' So I was on my knees combing it
back, and Cubby Broccoli and Roger Moore came in~ .
Roger turned to Cubby and said, 'Cubby, I'm the star of
the film and Maurice only does four minutes at the
beginning. So how come he gets all the perks?"
How does Binder design his stunning graphics? "I have
an idea, and then I film it. It's that simple. I rarely·use
storyboards; if you do that, it comes out looking like a
storyboard. I somethnes read the script, but I don't

Maurice Binder
necessarily have to watch the film. The directors may
make a suggestion - after all, I'm not infallible! - but
mostly they leave me to it."
Of all his many Bond titles, which is his favourite.? "It's
· hard to say: I guess it would have to be the first, 'Dr No'.
Everyone was young and fresh then." Binder smiles.
"Including me!"
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Chinese
Cinema

Deng Xiaoping's apparently liberal approach seemed to usher in
an era of great prosperity for Chinese film makers. Simon
Ho"ocks wonders whether last May's events will end this for
ever.

IN 198~ a film called 'The Black Cannon
Incident' was released in China. As the first
political satire for many years, although
unremarkable for its quality, it signified the
beginning of a brief era of liberalisation in
Chinese cinema. Directors such as Chen Kaige
and Tian Zhuangzhaung, known collectively as
the 'fifth generation' graduates of the Beijing
Film Academy, were able to capitalise on these
few years of relative artistic freedom, making
some of the most critically acclaimed films yet to
I
come out of China.

With these new film maker~ came a revised outlook on
the role of directors. The did studio tradition which
concerned itself more with plot and realism than theme
wasn't adopted by the new directors, Chen Kaige saying
of his film 'Yellow Earth': "I was more concerned about
how to express my attitudes than with telling a story as
. such."
These 'attitudes', in a film about the Cultural
Cheng Kal-ge directing The King Of The Children
Revolution, when Mao Zedong sent millions of young
people to be 're-educated' with the true values of Chinese
society, are the personal response of a member of the
generation which suffered the hardship of that era:
Indeed, all the film makers of the fifth generation were
exposed to this 're-education'. Perversely this seems to
have given them the conviction to re-examine China's
past through their fllms, in a search for truth. Wu Ziniu,
a director, recounts how, ironically, he and his peers
benefited from the Cultural Revolution".
" My generation has had quite a rich experience oflife.
We all went through a lot. We served in the army or.
laboured in the countryside. All of that sustains our work
and shapes our thoughts, gives us a certain maturity."
This maturity is evident in all the films of the fith
generation. Whether it be in Tian Zhuangzhuang's
sensitive treatment of Tibetan culture in 'Horse Thief', or
Chen Kaige's articulate rejection of official education
during the Cultural Rev?lution in 'King of the Children',
these new film makers are appreciate of the subtleties of
their respective subjects.
It is-one ofthe supreme ironies of the film industry that
' intellectual' films are very rarely appreciated in their
country of origin. This is most definitely the case in China
where, with the odd exception such as 'The Old Well',
fifth generation films remain unpopular. Chinese viewers
satisfy themselves instead with a diet of escapist Kung Fu
and adventure movies. This is something clearly
recognised by Wu Yigong, head of the Shanghai Film
Studio, recognised for its production of commercial
films: "Maybe it's true that 'Yellow Earth' and 'Horse.
Thief' do satisfy a small 'salon' audience outside China.
They don't please the majority of viewers. Films like that
never· do."
Reil Sorghum
Although the fifth generation has undoubtedly enjoyed
greater freedom of expression than earlier fllm makers,
the Chinese authorities, who still examine each film
before its release, have, on occasion, felt it necessary to
intervene. For instance, the ending originally intended

The King Of The Children

for Chen Kaige's 'The Big Parade' was not allowed to be
shown. A film which examines the dehumanising nature
of military training, 'The Big Parade' should have
concluded with an image of an empty square and yet the
sound of an army marching still prominent. This scene,
almost prophetic of the events in Tiananmen Square, was
regarded by the army as too threatening and had to be
removed from the film.
In a more extreme case of censorship, Wu Ziniu's film,
'The Dove Tree', was prohibited altogether. 'The Do-ve
Tree' was an account of the border war with Vietnam,
but judged too sympathetic to the Vietnamese and,_by
extension, damaging to the reputation of the People's
Liberation Armv. Wu Ziniu's apparently reticent
reaction to the banning of his film is quite revealing.
"The question of interference in the making of films; it
comes from aJI directions. These things happen, and I
don't let them worry me. It goes with the job."
Here, perhaps, Wu Ziniu is just being cautious about
·criticising the authorities, but equally possible is his
acceptance of a long-existing trend in Chinese culture.
The arts in China have traditionally held an importance
difficult for the western observer to comprehend. It is the
realisation of the potential power of artistic expression
which has often led to official interference. The
development of cinema, because of its obvious appeal to
the masses, has thus been regarded by the authorities as
a potentially subversive force. Conversely, with the
various film studios under the direct control of the
Communist Party, which they are now, not only can any
activity regarded as subversive be checked, but the
cinema could also be used to promote the values of
patriotism and a good image of the leadership. This is, of
course, particularly relevant to the party's and the
army's position since June 1989 in Beijing.
However, the crushing of the students' democracy
: movement last summer, and the subsequent repression of
artistic freedom, should not be regarded as, in itself,
. signifying the end to this era of Chinese cinema. It is
possible that the fate of fifth generation film makers had
already been sealed before the tanks moved .into
Tiananmen Square. Financial constraints placed on
China's film studios before June. 1989 meant that
directors had been restricted to shooting 'commercially
viable' pictures to attract larger audiences. Hence the
man responsible for the ethnic and cultural authenticity
of 'Horse Thief', Tian Zhuangzhuang, is now ironically
credited with a film called 'Rock and Roll Youth'.
Similarly, Zhony Yimou, the cinematographer of
'Yellow Earth' and 'The Big Parade', as well as the
award-winning director of 'Red Sorghum'.
It is probably still too soon after the Tiananmen Square
massacre to predict what the future holds for the Chinese
film industry. Certainly it has lost the talents of such film
. makers as Chen Kaige and the head of the Xian Film
Studio, Wu Tianming, who were abroad during June
1989 and now look set never to return. Perhaps, once the
dust has settled, we will once again see Chinese ftlms of
the nature and high calibre of those made by the ft.fth
generation. At least the ftlms that they managed to make
will survive as a reminder of pre-Tiananmen China.
With many thanks to Julian, Wei and Brian at the Elf
Chinese Department for all their assistance.
·
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MARLON BRANDO declined to accept one,
George Bemard Shaw declared himself greatly
insulted when he was given one, and George C
Scott dismissed the whole idea as "Bull!". It has
been the targeJ of so much contemptuous
criticism and professed indifference that one
might wonder why anyone goes to the trouble to
allocate them at all.
But if truth be told, the 'Oscar' is the ultimate symbol
of success in English language cinema and, as a key to
greater wealth, renown and, most importantly,
professional egotism, there are few lengths to which
most within the film industry would not be willing to go
to obtain one. It is worth remembering that when
Brando turned down his Oscar for The Godfather in
1972 he already had one to his name (for On The
Waterfront), and the famous gleaming golden statuette
was spied taking pride of place on Bernard Shaw's
mantelpiece not so long after his screenplay for
Pygmalion had taken the award. And George C Scott
has rarely been noted for his conventionality or easinggoing tolerance.
The entire rationale of award ceremonies has
frequently been assailed as meaningless, even farcical. It
is easy to be sympathetic to the view that it is impossible
to compare objectively a series of films all very different
to each other in style and substance. How can Rain Man
be pronouned 'better' than Mississippi Burning or
Dangerous Liaisons when they have so little in
common? The Mission, Room with a View and Hannah
and her Sisters were all excellent, and was Platoon really
their superior, as the American Academy decided?
Art is subjective, but this does not mean that awards
are at all irrelevant or unfair, whatever the cynics might
argue (and, surprisingly enough, the farther back into
the anonymous nether regions of the award-ceremony
auditorium you look, up amidst the also-rans and those
who failed to make the start, the more vociferous are the
squeals ~f complaint). After all, even allowing for
discrepancies in taste, it is usually possible to narrow
down the vast field of actors, directors, writers and
technicians to a small handful of deserving potential
winners. I cannot say what will win the Best Film Oscar

this year, but I know that it will not be The Abyss or :
even Batman, while in the Best Actor category, it may
very well be Tom Cruise or possible Michael Douglas
(again) or Robin Williams, but it certainly will not be
any of the Ghostbusters II squad. There will always be
those for whom they would have to invent new
categories if their names are ever to emerge from any
magical envelope.
·But there are ways of increasing your chances of gaining
an all- important nomination, for an Oscar or indeed any
other of the many prizes which are annually awarded.
Playing a drunk, a Vietnam veteran or a strong-willed
country girl would give you an immediate advantage,
and the various Academies and critics' associations have
always looked favourable on opulent costumed epics or
emotive family dramas and have tended to overlook
comedies, action-adventures and 'sci-fi' fantasies,
although musicals have traditionally been successful. It
seems that the role which an actor should covet is that of
a transvestite small- town gal who, disturbed by her/his
experiences in the Campuchean jungle, has taken to the
bottle and begun to hallucinate to the effect that she/he
is a long-serving melodious minstrel at the court of Louis
XIV. Change your name to WiiJiam Hurt or Meryl
Streep and you're a cert for a statuette.
The worth of the Awards appears rather dubious
when one considers that the preeminent directors of
today, Scorsese and Speilberg, are as yet Oscarless, and
that a film's chances of picking up prizes increases in
proportion to its budget. But then, great art has never
come cheap - have you ever tried to buy a Picasso?
-although, as Batman, Ishtar and Rambo Ill (the most
expensive film ever made!!), amongst others, have
recently proved, the converse does not necessarily
follow. And Speilberg and Scorsese are still young;
being old and past-it has never done anyone any harm
(ask John Wayne, or Don Ameche), especially if you
have never won before (Paul Newman)- come down
with a terminal illness (Henry Fonda or Peter Finch) and
you are sure to end your career on a victorious note.
Such sentimentality has often been the cause of the
Oscar ceremony's vilification, but, for the very reason
that it is impossible to judge objectively between a set of
distinct and diverse films or performances, it is the basis

Beauty and the beast: Michelle Pfieffer

With the 1990 Oscar cermor1
looks at the reasoning, or la~
famous film awards, and gi
years prizes.
BEST FILM
1980 Kramer vs Kramer
· 1981 Ordinary People
1982 Chariots of Fire
1983 Gandhi
1984 Terms of Endearment
1985 Amadeus
1986 Out of Africa
1987 Platoon
1988 The Last Emperor
1989 Rain Man

BEST DIQ.ECTOR
1980 Robert Benton - Kramer vs Kramer
1981 Robert Redford - Ordinary People
1982 Warren Beatty - Reds
1983 Richard Attenborough - Gandhi
1984 James Brooks - Terms of Endearment
1985 Milos Forman - Amadeus
1986 Sidney Pollock - Out of Africa
1987 Oliver Stone - Platoon
1988 Bernado Bertolucci - The Last Emperor
1989 Barry Levinson - Rain Man
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise: one winner, one hopeful.
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of the Academy Awards' true value and significance. All
of the above-mentioned actors certainly deserved
Oscars, though probably not for the performances for
which theirs were awarded - a brilliant character
portra~al or piece of direction may unluckily miss out in
a particularly good year, but consistent merit will usually
be rewarded in time . Is it not fairer to recognise longterm achievement or an impressive body of work rather
than what may be a fortunate fluke?
For similar reasons , a nomination is usually a more
reliable indication of quality than that provided by a
winners' roll of honour alone- although Peter O'Toole
and Glenn Close, to name but two, might be tempted to
swap all their nominations (seven and five respectively)
for a single statuette. In a weak year - and they are
occurring with ever-increasing frequency- a film which
at another time would fail to get close to winning may
well 'sweep the board', the reason for The French
Connection's success in 1971, or that of Terms of
Endearment in 1983. And it bears consideration that
many films which can justifiably be termed as classics
had, in their vintage, to be content with runner-up
status. Ordinary People, In the Heat of the Night and
How Green was my Valley all garnered the top Oscars of
their year, but are frequently forgotten while Raging
Bull, The Graduate and Citizen Kane, all having to
content themselves with at most a minor gong or two,
remain fresh in the memory and can lay much stronger
claims to cinematic greatness. Perhaps, of last year's
films, it will be Mississippi Burning which is the most
enduring and highly regarded in a generation's time.
Looking beyond the admittedly saccharin-sweet
coating of feigned sincerity and self-congratulation
which is an established facet of the Oscars' rigmarole,
the Academy A wards are arguably the most
of
all
the
numerous
annual
meritocratic
acknowledgements. The 'best' performers, directors
and technicians are selected by their peers, and although
far from perfect, this system avoids the pretension and
artistic snobbery which underlie many of the critics'choice presentations. Furthermore, the various festival
laurels handed out at Cannes, Venice and Berlin every
year carry much prestige but, as selections from very
narrow groups of entrants, are reaJly too limited to be of

any overall significance to the industry a a whole, and
the national Academies' awards of several countries
outside the United States tend to devalue them elves
through their own jingoiStic bias, however
understandable it may be. Darling Dickie Attenborough
mounting the BAFT A stage for another spirit-warming
oration may prick the pride of the flag-wavers, but let us
not pretend it is all in the name of excellence or arti tic
integrity.
The purists may recoil in horror, but an Oscar is
rightly the supreme award in the cinema industry for the
fact that recipients will always be deserving winners,
although not always for the same reasons. The ceptics
mumble about artificiality and vote- rigging, but the
statistics do not bear out their arguments - Chariots of
Fire or The Last Emperor would never have been
adjudged top of their year were there any substance to
their stories of pro-Hollywood elitism or big-budget
,orientation . All the true film 'greats' have their
statuettes; John Ford, John Huston, David Lean,
Woody Alien, Laurence Olivier, Bette Davis, Robert de
Niro and Dustin Hoffman, and when they professed
themselves "honoured" they were not merely being
polite.
Mainstream cinema has its detractors (although I
must admit that I am not amongst their ranks -I will be
genuinely disappointed, though hardly amazed, if
Indiana ]ones and the Last Crusade fails to win the 0 car
at next Easter's ceremony). Nevertheless, I am
perfectly willing to accept that Born on tl)e Fourth ofJuly
(or whatever actually does secure the award) is the
supreme film of the year, or at least has as strong a claim
to the title as anything else (and, please tell me, why isn't ·
Indiana ]ones the best of the lot?!) Taste and subjective
preference cannot be standardised and quantified; but,
.then again, if Mystic Pizza receives the Oscar I shall
deny all responsibility for this article.
The occasional aberration does occur, but on the
whole it is merit and talent which prevail, as they should.
All we can hope is that the efforts of Jack Nicholson,
Pauline Collins and even Kenneth Branagh do not go
entirely unacknowledged, and some film called Indiana
Jones ought to receive a mention, so I believe ...

Barr, both hopeful for an Oscar.

fast approaching, Bill Dale
of it, behind the worlds most
some of his choices for this

BEST ACTOR
1980 Dustin Hoffman - Kramer vs Kramer
1981 Robert de Niro - Raging Bull
1982 Henry Fonda - On Golden Pond
1983 Ben Kingsley - Gandhi
1984 Robert Duvall - Tender Mercies
1985 F .Murray Abraham - Amadeus
1986 William Hurt- Kiss of the Spider Woman
1987 Paul Newman - The Col or of Money
1988 Michael Douglas- Wall Street
1989 Dustin Hoffman - Rain Man
BEST ACTRESS
1980 Sally Field - Norma R~e
1981 Sissy Spaceck- The Coal Miner's Daughter
1982 Katllerine Hepburn - On Golden Pond
1983 Meryl Streep - Sophie's Choice
1984 Shirley Maclaine - Terms of Endearment
1985 Sally Field - Places in the Heart
1986 Geraldine Page - The Trip to Bountiful
1987 Marlee Matlin - Children of a Lesser God
1988 Cher - Moonstruck
1989 Jodie Foster - The Accused
Harrison Ford and Sean Connery in Indiana ]ones and the Last Crusade. Will Steven Splelberg ever get an Oscar?
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1945 AND
ALL THAT

From Birth of A ~ation to Casualties of War, film makers have
sought to portray real events on the screen. Tom Hiney considers
their efforts.

POETS, novelists and artists have always seen
the dramatic potential of adapting the past for
their own mediums. Scriptwriters have been no
exception, for Hollywood has always used and
abused history, from the Brooklyn-sounding
biblical epics of the 'SO's to the proudly
inarticulate groans of those more recently
conscripted m Hollywood's own War in
Vietnam .
History in films usually equals war: It is a disturbing
equation to make , but is nevertheless a true one.
Constitutional developments in late nineteenth century
Spain may be of significance to the academic , but no
Errol Flynn/ Sylvester Stallone double bill could make it
palatable to th.e average popcorn-chomping audience,
weary of anythmg much more complicated than a Coke
commercial .
War is exceptionally marketable, though occasionally
death is alright by itself, so long as it is in sufficient
quantity (as the sinking of the Titanic offered) or of the
quality u-pheld by Jack the Ripper et al.) John Wayne,
Charlton Heston, Stallone: They all owe their swimming
pools to an insatiable public fascination with the
acrobatics of violent death.
What of historical accuracy? Errol Flynn's Charge of
the Light Brigade may have been as close to fact as ·
Ghostbusters, but does that matter? After all, films have
to be about something, even if the plot is hardly more
than an excuse; means to a repeated end. War films, be
they of the American Civil, Crimean or Vietnamese
variety, differ essentially only in the costumes
beneath which their sweaty protagonists perform their
unlikely deeds of heroic stupidity.

Hamburger Hill

. The events of World War 11 provided only a
framework for The Battle of the Bulge, A Bridge Too Far
etc.: Dramatically viable instances are chosen from the
war and adapted, with fleeting considerations toward
chronological and geographical precisions ..... .Big
budget, big stars, big travesty of history but big profits,
so what matters?
Wh~t matters is that more and more people are today
watchmg, say, World War II movies than have actually
read and studied the period. For them the cinema
assumes the dubiously earned role of illustrator (rather
than impressionist), even teacher , rather than its actual
role of entertainer. ... . few try to deny the evils of Hitler,
but only Hollywood and its poorer disciples have
perpetuated the fallacy of a vicious German people
versus the genial , God-fearing allies. In trying to
c~mpress months , occasionally years into two hours,
dJ.rectors usually have only the time and ability to deal
With th~ goody and the baddy, the black and white, the
red w?Ite and blue. The vast backdrop of mutual
confusiOn and culpability is ignored, as the stereotypes
play before the camera.
Henry Ford's articulate affirmation that 'History is
Bunk' chimes in sad symphony with the priorities of
Th~tcher's children: 'Yesterday is dead, and at best it is
cunous fodder for Trivial Pursuit questions.
Who cares if some movie director adds a little
romantic spice to History? It's only a film .' The danger is
certainly not obvious.

Full Metal Jacket

Short of party political broadcasts, films rarely
announce (or are even aware of) their bias. Yet such bias
plays decisively upon the subconscious, chipping away at
the vocabulary of reason. The future can only be seen
through the eyes of the past, be it ten seconds or ten
centuries ago, and as the outspoken popularist of the
films
can
induce
blinding
past,
historical
misconceptions . Xenophobia is born out of such bias
just as adrenalin oozes from the glorification of battle. '
Vietnam and the Falklands War were extensions of
this distorted pschology, cheered on (at least initially) by
those who had come to see war as natural and exciting.
It was only later that it became obvious that there were
· no ~teve McQueens or Rock Hudsons in Saigon, only
petnfied adolescents , but that's another film ... .. .
The spate of anti-war films that have recently been
made about Vietnam offers a more legitimate face of
Hollywood; Hollywood the realist , the pacifist if still
very much Hollywood the capitalist. Platoon and Deer
Hunter were both well-made films, and by treating the
war on a very personal, biographical level, they created
a more healthy sense of perspective. Yet they were
never more than that; personal, factional memoirs that
never attempted, nor wanted, to explain the whole, only
to expose a part. The very messages of the films were
contained in this structure; the portrayal of small fish in
a putrid, murky ocean. They are valid, even great films
as such, and yet filmgoers, particularly those born after
the war, frequently accept these films as definitive
potted histories of an entire, wrought generation.
Furthermore, the very watching and enjoyment of
such films suggests (however inadvertently) the need for .
more wars in order to make more anti-war films. Even
the most adamantly critical of directors cannot help but
portray war as being the 'rites de passage', cathartic
exper~ence that makes boys into men, pain into poetry.
All w1th the help of gruesome, slow-motion replays and
a trendy soundtrack. War may be shown to be horrHfc

and even futile, but it is still a powerful tragedy, whose
surviving participants earn virility of experience and
shed the hypocrisies of normal life: Oliver Stone never
tried to disguise this dark appeal.
. American producers saw the existence of a huge, postVietnam market and dutifully filled it with movies made
by and for suitably disillusioned Vet.s. As the Vet.s and
their generation grow too old to sustain such a genre,
another will be found. The Cold War offered a few fi lms
that managed to keep the anti-Soviet torch alight, but it
was never quite the same : Spy movies are a bit
complicated and Panamanian skirmishes lack suspense.
Romania looked a more promising bet , but got a bit
boring, towards the end .. ..The Warner bothers want
another war before Tom Cruise gets too old and they are
willing to pay.
History will continue to provide scriptwriters with
plots , whether anecdotal or intercontinental. Some of
them will continue to use history as a springboard fo r
gratuitous distortion and it will surely become
increasingly obvious how detrimental to the films such
distortions are: 'God' has always been the greatest yet
most neglected scriptwriter. Richard Attenborough saw
this and sought a reconstruction rather a revision of
Ghandi's struggle against British Imperialism.
Eisenstein recognized it when he realised that the
·g reatest mistakes he had made with Battleship Polemkin
had been his own additions to the actual events of the
mutiny.
Omissions will always have to made to accommodate
.history onto the screen, but additions are not only
dangerous but unnecessary. History offers far too
plentiful a supply of the unexpected, extraordinary and
dramatic to warrant any attempts at improvement by
heavy-handed Hollywood lackeys.
The stories have already been told; directors need
only repeat them.
·
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Whilst we are glad that publishers are taking cinema
seriously enough for us to be able to present an entire
page of reviews, it is surely disappointing that few
actresses get the attention shown to D us tin Hoffman or
David Puttnam.Foodfor thought there?
THE STORY SO FAR
Andrew Yule
·Sphere
I

THE RISf\ and fall of British
cinema's vvunderkind David
Puttnam would make a wonderful
movie. After resounding success
as
producer
of 'Midnight
Express', 'Chariots of Fire' and
'The Killing Fields', Puttnam was
to
Hollywood
and
lured
appointed Chairman of Columbia
Pictures, one of the most powerful
film corporations in the world.
Just one year later, he left Ti~sel
town with a hefty pay-off 1nd
leaving a lot of unanswered qt estions behind him. Did he jump or
was he pushed?
The picture of Puttnam that
emerges from this immensely
readable biography is not a pretty
one. Arrogant, egotistical and
opinionated, Puttnam had the
charisma, courage and balls to
become self-appointed spokesman for a revitalized British Film
Industry. But once installed in
Hollywood, things changed for

DUSTIN
Michael Freedland
Virgin

the worse: as Head of Operations
at Columbia, he unwillingly
became invqlved with expensive
stinkers like 'Leonard Part VI',
'lshtar" and 'Vibes', and his determination to go his own way won
him powerful enemies, among
them Bill Cosby, Warren Beatty
and Bill Murray.
Moreover, Columbia's parent
company, Coca-Cola, was particularly incensed when his
tactlessness delayed 'Ghostbusters 2', their biggest potential
breadwinner.
Eventually,
Puttnam took the money and ran,
Columbia unchanged by his disturbing and radical influence.
AndrewYule's biography overflows with anecdotes and interviews on Puttnam in his British
period, and brilliantly evokes the
Hollywood
hypocrisy
and
backstabbing bitchiness that precipitated his subject's fall from
grace. The subtitle, 'The Story So
Far', however, ensures that the
tale concludes on an optimistic
note, leaving the reader in no
doubts that the Puttnam saga is far
from over.
NeiJ Smith

borders on pedantry, as a
chauvainist with an enduring
ad~iration,
almost envy, of
women and as an actor of integrity
MICHAEL FREEDLAND is and
accomplishment
who,
certainly
an
experienced nevertheless, made such films as
biographer, with names such as Alfredo, Alfredo and lshtar.
Cagney,
Astaire,
Hepburn,
For someone unacquainted
Lemmon, Peck, Flynn and Fonda with Hoffman's life, it may come
(Jane) in his repertoire. And as a surprise that he spent almost
there is little doubt that the ten years as the kind of struggling,
character of. Hoffman is an off-Broadway actor he later came
interesting one. He comes across to portray in Tootsie and that the
here as a perfectionist whose· 'fem~le' character he plays .in th~t
methodical attention to detail film IS largely based on h1s owh

THE INNER EYE
Andrew Robinson
Andre Deutsch
THE writing of a biography of
Satyajit Ray must have been a
daunting task. One can be impressed simply by hearing a description of a film by Berm an or Welles,
but that is not the case with Ray,
for his style is so self-effacing as to
almost not be noticeable.
Robinson was allowed access to
the sets during the shooting of The
Home and the World and secured
several extensive interviews with
Ray and his collaborators. He
seems to have spent enough time in
Calcutta to be seduced by it, but
not enough to be disillusioned. He
even writes of its "idealistic spirit
and disinterest in materialism".
All Robinson's hard work has
resulted in a generally well written
and, when he writes about the
films, extremely perceptive book.
Biographical details are filled in
efficiently but, thankfully, not
dwelt upon. Influences on Ray's
aesthetic development are rightly .
discussed at length.
Through his enlightened and
artistically t3Iented family, Ray
was exposed to both oriental and
occidentdal influences from an
early age.
Western viewers find his films
accessible, recognising as they do
the humanism which is so typical
of Europe. Though it has never
been as dominant a philosophy in
India, Robinson claims it as a part
of Ray's oriental heritage. (In fact,
given its eclecticism, almost any ·
artist could claim Indian culture as
a formative influence.)
What
Western
viewers
undoubtably miss, however; is the
considerable allusive depth of
Ray's films. Allusions to Indian lit. erature are often used to create the
sub-text of a scene and to generate
mother. The story Freedland tells
is an interesting one, but his
narrative seems to lacK. any
.direction, in terms of conclusion.
Because the art of biography is
essentially an act of homage, we
expect the author. to defend his
subject's foibles, but the reader of
'Dustin' is left with no clear idea
of whether to even like Hoffman
or not. Perhaps this is a reflection
of Freedland's own uncertainty;
perhaps an autobiography would
settle the matter more simply.
So, if you don't object to
paragraphs that begin 'They
certainly would not have fitted in
with the one way in which both
parents were little different from
other Jewish families living in
their neighbourhood, or whom
they had left behind in Chicago or
whom their families had left
behind in the old country ... ', then ·
read the book, but wait for the
paperback and borrow, rather
than buy it.
On the other hand , the quality
of the writing really is poor in
places and your curiosity may be
better served by seeking out
Douglas Erode 's 'The Films of
Dustin
Hoffman'
which
Freedland, perhaps unwisely,
describes
as
'superb'
and
'remarkably comprehensive'.
Gavin Boyter

tension. As a result of their ignorance (which is excusable) and their
lack of humility (which isn't), several critics have dismissed Ray's
films as dull or praised them without the least comprehension of
what they were praising. (An honourable exception to this is
Lindsay Anderson who is all but
unrivalled in his intelligence and
perspicacity as a critic.) If this
book merely opens their eyes, it
will have serve!~ a purpose.
It will, I hope, do much more
than that. Its essays on each of
Ray's films are excellent introductions to those unfamiliar with his

SCORCESE ON SCORCESE
Faber and Faber
"WHEN the screening ended,
we looked at each other, stunned. The five of us crossed the
narrow street and went into a
pub that was just on the verge
of closing. Nobody else was
there. Still we say nothing.
There was nothing to say."
So writes Michael Powell a veteran film-maker himself, in the
introduction to Scorsese on Scorsese. With these words (having
watched Mean Streets) he acknow·ledged that a unique and powerful
force had entered the film world.
The book is composed from a
selection of interviews and lectures
given by Scorsese himself including one which took place in Edinburgh at Filmhouse. Dissecting the
information available, the editors
David Thompson and Ian Christie
have
re-arranged
into
a
chronological order, an account of
his life and work, starting with
Scorsese's earliest memorable
experiences, showing the impact

work, and are also intelligent commentaries for the rest of us. Cerare
tain
important scenes
described in detaii: and the-performers' comments are interpolated
into the text, providing fascinating
insights into Ray's methods. Most
importantly, Robinson is not
afraid to write adverse criticisms,
and his judgement is usually reliable.
That Robinson should have
gained Ray's cooperation and confidence in itself speaks volumes for
his excellence.
Avijit Chatterjee

they and the films he watched had
on the rest of his life.
It is compulsive reading, anyone
interested in the work of Scorsese
and the process of film creativity
will find it invaluable. What comes
across predominantly is Scorsese's
own admissions on deep, personal
feelings, his inspirations , the confusion and anger which he has
honestly and vigorously transferred to screen.
Although taking a look at the
differing periods of his career by
lumping works together, the book
largely deals with Scorsese's most
recent work and problems encountered in the making of The Last
Temptation of Christ. The persecution he faced, the violence that
followed and the bureaucracy of'
the Hollywood system shows not
only an irony and parallel to the
film, but a disturbing account and
condemnation of reactionary poli·
tics, and the questions over religious issues so close to Scorsese's
heart.
Scorsese on Scorsese therefore is
a fascinating insight into one of
America's foremost and aggressive talents, perhaps a little too
concise in places but an inspiring
t·ead nevertheless.
Dylan Matthew

If you loved BAGDAD CAFE you'll enjoy 'ROSALIE'

BARRY NORMAN

'If you want cheering up'ROSALIE'
ought to do the trick ... Leaves you
feeling an awful lot better than
when you went in 'oEREK IIALCOIJijl
marianne si:igebrecht

brad davis
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Not many students get a chance to make their own films, but that is a
situation that Dead Fly Films hope to rectify, as Johnny Mallet explains

y

IT IS the dream of many to be able to put their
ideas into film. No one can deny that the
foremost ingredient of film production is, of
course, hard cash, but of equal importance is the
attitude, "Well you've got to start somewhere".
This seems to be the philosophy of Dead Fly Films, a
recently formed Edinburgh film company. The company
is, without doubt, highly ambitious; not only do they
intend to make films on an amateur, part-time basis, but
they have, as yet, gained no financial assistance from any
organisation. Nevertheless, Dead Fly intend to prove
that to produce good films need not, necessarily, require
a Hollywood-size budget.
However, Dead Fly are not without some sense of
reality. Mary Paulson-EIIis, a producer with the
company, acknowledged that they were looking towards
securing long-term sponsorship to fund their more
ambitious projects, requiring more substantial funding.
The difficulty is the matter of proving themselves. Most
companies want to see what the company is capable of.
before parting with any money. Without the money, the
company won't be able to show what its capable of.
Something of a dilemma. "It takes time, initiative, and
patience," says Mary, "and is a matter of using all
available ways to make money, accepting that we quite
simply cannot hope to produce high quality full-length•
films on lOp".

I L lvi
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Currently Dead Fly shoot in video format, using
E.S. V.P. facilities, to avoid expenses involved in the
hire and purchase of equipment. Their present project is
a screenplay adapted from Chris Young's "Lucifer's
Bell", to be performed at Edinburgh's Bedlam Theatre
in mid-February. Once completed, the film will beentered into the National Student Television
Association competition, held in York during April.
This has replaced their original intention of shooting a
feature-length
video, as they have realised that exotic
f

locations and a cast of thousands are not the precise
ingredients for success. O'ead Fly have learned from
their mistakes.
The next few years offer a great deal of scope. A
documentary, shot in film format, is planned about the
climbing of Scotland's highest points, and a small-scale
production involving schoolchildren in the Lothian·
region is also in the pipeline. At present, the company
consists of a small company of dedicated individuals, but
hopes to involve many more people interested in any
aspect of film production.
Tassos Stevens, a founder member of the group , is
optimistic about the future. "If the enthusiasm and
talent which are at present the driving force behind
Dead Fly remain, things can only get easier and more
rewarding for those involved. Our aims are attainable,
although the long-term direction in which we are headed
is not yet clear. I'd like to think that we will continue, if
only on a small-scale, local basis, as a means of making
available the structure for producing films , and
encouraging ideas and enterprise. Interest in setting up
a film company has already been expressed by Glasgow
and Newcastle Universities. This will, I'm sure, lead to
the sharing of facilities and experience. If Dead Fly
simply becomes a source of initiative and
encouragement to others, not to be defeated by what
seems unattainable, then that can't be a bad thing in
itself."

Faced by movies such as Police Academy 5 and Porky's, Avijit Chatterjee wonders why there are no_good comedies arLy more.
AT THE END of 1989, several newspapers
published lists, compiled by their film critics, of
the ten best films of the decade. With a few
exceptions, the lists did not contain any
comedies.
Such an occurrence would have been unthinkable in
the thirties or forties, in spite of those decades producing
far more straight drama of high quality than that seen in
the last decade.
This is not due to any shortage in the number of 1
comedies being produced these days. Steve Martin, Bill
Murray, Eddie Murphy, Dan Ackroyd, Chevy Chase,
Tom Hanks et al have all churned out several films, but
each, I fear, has less talent in his entire body than Cary.
Grant had in one foot
The most noticeable difference, but exemplified by
the two versions of To Be or Not To Be by Lubitsch and
by Met Brooks, between comedies of the two areas is
that in style.
· Lubitsch, being a great director, knew exactly ho~
much weight to give each joke. Most of them are simply
laid on the surface for the perceptive receiver to pick up.
Brooks, often using the same jokes, exists on rather
hitting us over the head with them, and then repeating
them just in case we missed them first time round.
Of course, there is nothing in the later film that
compares with the sense of desolation captured by just a
few shots of a bombed city. Lubitsch gives us grace and
elegance, perfectly setting off the wartime destruction of
Warsaw, where Brooks, at best, manages a certain[
coarse vitality.
'To Be or Not to Be' is in fact one of Brooks' better
films. By choosing to remake a classic, he invited
comparisons that were almost certain to be damaging,
but he also found a funny plot and funny characters.
These, that one would have thought to be prerequisites
for a successful comedy, are missing- not only from his
other films, but also from those of almost all his

Cary Grant: a talented foot.
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National Lampoon's European Vacation: quite possibly the high water mark
of the American comedy in the 1980's.
vtswn, the come01es of Capra and Preston Sturges are
contemporaries.
occasionally accused of being naive. Their characters
Their films rely not on the interaction of comic
and situations are supposedly not of the real world.
characters, or the creation of a comic ambience, but
In answer to this, it should be pointed out that
rather on a series of hit- and-miss gags strung together
naturalism is merely a convention which no film is
any old how. All too often, the gags miss, and then we
obliged to adopt. It is no criticism, but rather a statement
are left with nothing.
.
of fact to say that the comedies of Capra, Lubitsch,
When a film does happen to have an amusing plot, it
Hawks and Sturges are not set in anything we recognise
. should not surprise us to find it stolen from elsewhere:
as the real world. Had these directors been trying to
the plot of 'Ruthless People' was taken from a far
make socially realistic dramas, the criticism would have
superior British films, 'Too Many Crooks' (though its
been pertinent.
makers claimed it was based on the Patty Hearst affair),
Even so, Sturges' 'Sullivan's Travels' tells us a lot
and 'Down and Out in Beverley Hills' was merely an
more about the real world, about acute poverty and
inferior remake of Renoir's 'Boudu Sauve des Eaux'.
hardship, than a film like 'Trading Places'.
Perhaps as a reflection of society, the values expressed
I am sure that wit and sophistication are not entirely
in comedies have also changed. It is relatively easy to
absent from Hollywood, for then the existence of films
like a character whose main motivation is love, or the
like 'After Hours', 'Things Change' and 'The Purple
search for a dinosaur bone, or even the protection of his
Rose of Cairo' would be difficult to explain. What is
homicidal maiden aunts. When, in 'You Can't Take it
equally certain is that most film-makers have lost their
With You', Lionel Barrymore tells a rich man that for all
respect for the public's intelligence. (Judging by the
his wealth, he is a failure as a human being, it is
success of films like 'Beverley Hills Cop' and 'The Blues
admittedly sentimental, but it is also a sentiment with
Brothers', the film-makers' contempt for the public. is
which I hope most of us agree.
amply justified.) Knowing that the public does not
What, then, are we to make of films like 'Trading
demand quality, the producers, writers, directors and
Places', 'Back to the Future', or in particular, 'Working
performers are happy to peddle dross.
Girl' whose success is equated with affluence? Mike
Nichols has certainly come a long way from 'The
This
department is. not limited to comedy only, but is
Graduate'.
symptomatic of the general decline of Hollywood ... but
Paradoxical!y, because of their great~r . depth. of
that's another story.
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With films such as Gregory's Girl, Local Hero and
Housekeeping, Bill Forsyth is probably Scotland's
best known director. Neil Smith talked to him.

'Housekeeping', a subtle study of a zany, certifiable
· housekeeper and her influence on the young children
placed in her somewhat dubious care. Originally set to
star Diane Keaton (who withdrew from the project
without explanation), the film become a perfect vehicle
for Christine Lahti; yet, despite critical success, its
business was poor, and was soon spotted on the video
shelves. (In fact, after Keaton's withdrawal, the film was
unceremoniously dumped by Cannon, only to be rescued
from shutdown by David Puttnam in his brief sojourn at
Columbia- hardly a promising start to Bill's American
career.)

As regards my career, I decided not to
turn my back on America, nor to make
my home there.
Similar difficulties plagued 'Breaking In'. ''My
original picture was a lot longer, but it went through what
they call a 'Marketing Process'. Nobody put a gun to my
l)ead, but I was under an obligation to remove some
material." There were various problems with the script,
written by John Sayles, director of 'Matewan' and 'Eight
Men Out'. "This is the first tme I haven't originated the
script, but I did do a lot of eo-writing. This was quite a
departure for me; it was the first time I responded to
someone else's script. John Sayles was reluctant to give it
up, but he felt he didn't have enough skills as a director,
so he turned it over to me."
Then along came the dreaded 'Marketing Process'.
"Perhaps the film is trying to be funnier than I wanted it
to be. The film as it exists now is trying to express the
ways the two characters connect; I orginally envisioned it
as trying to express how they don't connect." Indeed, the
end result has more in common with the 'Buddy-Buddy'
ethic than with the director's original perception.

I

"I don't purposely set out to make films about
marginal people. But everyone is marginal - to
some degree." Bill Forsyth has made a ' living
exploring this very marginality that he believes
exists in every human personality, and his
charming little comedies have made him one of
Scotland's best-loved exports.
From the touching trials and tribulations of young love ·
in 'Gregory's Girl', to the pastoral beauty of 'Local
Hero', and even in his darker, less appealing 'Comfort
and Joy' (his favourite film), the Forsyth touch has
'always been a joy to experience.
At last year's Edinburgh International Film Festival,
plans for a star-studded gala opening ceremony were
' disrupted by the surprise withdrawal of 'Erik the
Viking', Terry Jones' ambitious yet ultimately
disappointing
Nordic
Fantasy.
·(The film eventually received an undeserved Royal
Premiere at the tacky Cinema 89 Festival held at
~r!ghton last September.)

You have to make a decision and address
America. This whole film to me zs an
experiment.
. Thankfully, 'Erik;was replaced by 'Breaking In', Bill
Forsyth's latest comedy, and a perfect choice to begin the
proceedings: Who better than Scotland's most famous
film director to open the Edinburgh Film Festival?
Bill received a rapturous welcome after the screening,
nervously fidgetting with his microphone while facing a ·
barrage of questions from the enthusiastic audience that
filled every seat of the Cameo. During this impromptu
press conference, he revealed some of the problems that
have dogged the fiJm, while retaining his typically
Glaswegian stoicism and humour.
'Breaking In'marks Forsyth's second attempt to bring
his unique style to an American audience. Burt Reynolds,
complete with real greying hair and simulated back
problems, plays an aging safecracker who takes a youn_g
housebreaker (newcomer Casey Siemaszke) under h1s
win~. The elder man tries to pass on the skills of his tradt;

to his youthful counterpart, but is disappointed when his
Raffies-style ideas are forsaken in favour of the young
thief's careless bravado.
'Breaking In' represents a marked change of pace for
its star, whose recent attempts to revive his flagging
career as macho tough guy have been disappointing (to
say the least - does anyone remember 'Heat'? 'Stick'?
'RentaCop'?). "I didn't have any apprehension about
casting Burt. Christine Lahti (star of Bill's first
American film 'Housekeeping') was due to do a film with
him, and that drew my attention to him. It was my idea to
cast him- he wasn't everyone's choice." (However, Bill
later confided that "I was interested in another acter, but
it was impossible to finance the film without some
recognisable name" - in other words, he was forced to
compromise in order to get the film ofT the ground.)
Working with this Hollywood legend (however faded
he may be) was an illuminating experience. "He's quite a
film buff; he used to organise film quizzes, and some of
the questions were quite esoteric." Under Bill's subtle
direction, the esoteric Burt, cast against type, turns in his
best performance since 'Deliverance' in 1973.
Hurt's eo-star is unknown Casey Siemaszke, whose
only previous experience was playing bit-parts in 'Back
to th'e Future' and 'Biloxi Blues'. "Michael J Fox, C
Thomas Howell and Matthew Broderick were all
considered, but I was watching 'Biloxi Blues', and it was
as if Casey was waving at me!"
However perfect he may have seemed to the director,
though, Casey fails to exude the same charm as, say, John
Gordon Sinclair did in 'Gregory's Girl'. Sadly, this
picture has hardly been a breakthrough for him, and he
was soon relegated to reprising the same bit-part in 'Back
to the Future Part 2'.
In fact, 'Breaking In' has hardly been a shining
addition to the Forsyth Portfolio. Despite opening the
New York Film Festival, it came and went in America
without a trace, and has spent the last five months in
transatlantic limbo, waiting for a free slot so that it can be
released here. (At present, it is pencilled in for some time
in June.) Forsyth could not avoid displaying his
scepticism over the whole Hollywood experience. "You
have to make a decision and address America. I'm still
experimenting with America: this whole film to me is an
experiment."
Bill's first attempt to "address America" was

Burt Reynolds in Bill Forsyth's new movie,
Breaking In.
Bill has resolved to put a brave face on this
disappointing stage in his career. "To me, it's been a
learning experience. I've been exposed to the industrial
process of packaging a product, and that's been a good
experience for me. As regards my career, I've decided
not to turn my back on America, but not make my home
there."
Bill Forsyth has always been an original director, and
his style has a distinctly oblique viewpoint that makes his
optimistic little comedies so appealing. Hollywood,
however, hates originlllity (as David Puttnam soon found
out- see book reviews), so it's no surprise when Bill says
"I think my next film lies in Europe. Someone told me
recently that I'm a European film maker, and it affected
nie. If you make films in America, you sacrifice freedom,
and you can't do anything about that. To me, European
film making means freedom." Hurry home, Bill.
America doesn't deserve you.
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The films oj Ridley Scott have often been criticised as being all style and no
content. Dylan Matthewwonders whether this is fair comment.

"I'll tell you about my Mother" explains Leon,
proceeding to blast his demanding questioner
through the office wall. Leon (an android) in his
confused state was having his existence
threatened. He's a product of society in
downtown Los Angeles, the year 2019.
This scenario is from Ridley Scott's visually lavish
'Blade Runner'. Leon's aspirations at this point include
the urge to possess emotions of which he's devoid, a
prolonged lifespan and till his head with memories
creating a past history for himself including a nonexistent mother. His lack of self-identity to an extent
reflects the 'hero' of the film, Deckard (Harrison Ford).
Typical of all the main characters and creations of Scott's
mms, he lacks feelings, only an urge to survive.
Since Scott is not a prolific director (well who could
compete with Woody Alien?), it is interesting to note that
the films he does choose to direct have only two main
points in common - visual excellence and characters with
the qualities of a 'cold fish' as Deckard's ex-wife used to
call him - gutless, irresponsible, emotionless and selfdestructive. They end up searching for the ultimate truth
or eventually face the ultimate challenge. Surely the best
people for this task are emotionless, without fear? What
we eventually discover in the end is that Scott's heroes
and occasionally his villains are not as primitive and cold
as -they prefer to appear.
.

Compassion and respect suddenly win
the day and alter the course of evil.
Sadly, the themes linking his fiiins and his visual flair
have not been enough to rank him amongst today's
foremost directors. Why is this when he can execute the
most imaginitive set-pieces on celluloid today? Witness
Deckard's chase and 'retirement' of a replicant througli
the windows of a shopping arcade. Perhaps Scott himself
is a cold fish, unable to explore depth of feeling,
preferring to replace or avoid it with anger and violence.
This appears to be the main driving force in the choice of
films he makes. He could soon remedy this flaw which is
widening, particularly with his latest disappointing effort
'Black Rain'. Perhaps he's a victim ofthe film industry's
teaching methods or at least from the route he found into
it - via the advertising business in which he has proved
himself very adept. His commercial for Apple Computers
owing much to Orwell's 1984 took top prize at the Cannes
Ad. Awards some years back.
His feature debut 'The Duellists' starring Harvey
Keitel and Keith Carradine proved he was a talent to .
watch for. Period detail and atmosphere was foremost in

Darryl Hannah and Rutger Hauer in Ridley Scott's Blade Runner.
emphasis but the · self- destructive nature of the
protagonists, two soldiers in the Napoleonic War made ~t
more than watchable. Following this up he proved h1s
versatility and commercial potential with the near
invisible menace of 'Alien'. Here he scored a success with
his style - the film again working visually with
spectacular set construction and design. Giger's creation
for the alien itself is yet to be equalled. What worked here
was the acceptance that the plot development was limited
by the interior of the setting, the space-vehicle Nostromo,
but it was really the portrayal of its motley crew- engineers, navigators and sdentists making it gritty,
realistic and convincing. Survival was the key word here
and when this is threatened by the apparently immortal
· in a confined space its survival of the fittest (the Alien) or

the smartest- Ripley (Sigourney Weaver). The alien has
no feelings, no sense offear only a desire to live and satisfy
instinct. It doesn't question it's identity. Likewise goes
for the 'replicants' in Scott's next film 'Blade Runner' .
Designed and built for slave labour, a group of
replicants escape their shuttle and return to Earth, trying
to clarify their origin. They do; they are artificial and

Perhaps Scott is a cold fish, unable to
explore depth offeeling.
have a four year lifespan. Their instinctive base nature is
now tarnished, they seek to prolong their lives, create
pasts and develop emotional capabilities. Although
lacking in. plot, depth of character is substantially more '
present than in any of his later films. Revenge, sacrifice,
crucifixion, maternal love and disrespect for authority
are additional themes that permeate the film and
moments of his others .
.Finally, the end of Scott's films, however strained are
upbeat suggesting that by making real effort one can.
come a step closer to Utopia. Compassion and respect
suddenly win the upper !t!l.mJ. and ~ters the course of evil:
In 'Blade Runner', Deckard, about to fall to his death IS
rescued at the last millisecond by the man he had just
tried to kill. Ripley in 'Alien' goes back into a selfdestructing spaceship to rescue the cat that led some of
the crew to their deaths. 'fhe power of love and light
finally triumphs over the Lord of Darkness in 'Legend' (a
pity because he is the only decent character in the film)
and Michael Douglas' hardened cop caricature in 'Black
Rain' gives in to honour and affe~tion as he se~ ~p h_is
previously irritating partner for hfe. Such optlm1sm m
films which contain exceptional violence and people full
of hate is surely more commercial than appropriate.
Unfortunately 'Black Rain', like Scott's previous two
films 'Legend'(adisastrousflop)and 'Someone to Watch
Over Me', is a forgettable experience. Even his eye for
startling photography has wanted to an extent, lost in a
plotless, badly scripted cop thriller. If Ridley Sco~t is to
make films again with the skill and panache of 'Alien' or
'Blade Runner', he'd better choose material worth
directing. Like the characters in his films he has great
potential- if only he'd use it.

Legend: the less said, the better, really.
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THE COOK, THE THIEF,
HIS WIFE AND HER . and horrific performance is an
LOVER.
undiluted, unceasing tirade of
abuse, violence i:md verbal fiith. It
Dir. Peter Greenaway
requires a strong stomach, Iiter·
IF YOU were to scramble -a ally and metaphorically, to endure
video nasty with a Delia Smith \ an excessive and indulgent convercookery programme, season 1 sation abut rich foodstuffs
with a pinch of blue movie, immediately after the scenes of his
and flambe the whole thing in astonishing brutality.
Yet, under Greenaway's fastidia mixture of High Art, the
ous eye, the content is stylishly
result might be something like packaged: the camera pans the
this.
wide, high-ceilinged expanses of

For those of you who insist on watching your movies at home instead of in the cinema where they
belong, we are proud to present a suitably eclectic selection of videos for your viewing pleasure.

The Cook, whose spiritual pre- the kitchen, the restaurant, and
sence pervades the film through the underground library · where
his culinary creations, acts as a the lovers eventually seek refuge.
benevolent guardian to the Wife
Each individual set is suffused
and Lover of the title, while they
by a single primary colour~ the ferstoke their passion in the confines tile irridescent green of the kitchen
of an expensive restaurant, under clashing with the restaurant's fiery
the unseeing eye of the loathsome crimson, which bestows on it a
Thief- her husband.
curiously diabolical quality, makStomach-churning violence is ing for a surreal, nightmarish
juxtaposed with explicit scenes of aspect to the film.
copulation, but just to establish
Foodies will delight in the gourthat this is not merely a tawdry dismet talents on display, which rival
play designed to tittilate, arty
those of Babette's Feast, even
images of food preparation are • though the denoument is enough to
inserted at the most suggestive
turn you vP.getarian. This film will
moments (I never knew that a
undoubtedly stir you ; either to
courgette could be so erotic). Food
complete nausea, or to profound
and sex are the menu of the day.
Sung Khang
thought.
Michael Gambon's remarkable

·Ruth Sheen, Edna Dore and Phllip Davies in
High Hopes
producing such a misleading
cover, given the films actual subject matter. Cyril and Shirley have
been living together for ten -years,
but have no children , as Cyril
thinks that the world is overpopulated already. Cyril's sister is
married to a second-hand car
dealer and leads an empty, loveless life in a house full of "expensive tat". Cyril 's mum lives on her
own in a council house , whilst her
·next door neighbours , the
Boothe-Brains, go to opera and
have exciting, but childless lives.
Leigh, who wrote the scripte
based on improvisations by his
actors, makes no bones about his
I suppose that you can't really socialist leanings and his hatred of
blame the Sales and Marketing the way that Thatcherism has
Division at Palace Pictures for destroyed the idea of community

HIGH HOPES
Dir: Mike Leigh
BE WARNED . Whatever
the packaging says, High
Hopes is not a wacky, zany
comedy that will leave you
feeling on top of the world,
· but it is a moving, honest
black comedy that will leave
you
feeling
thoroughly
depressed, yet hopeful. But,
given that it is written and
directed by Mike Leigh, you
shouldn't really expect anyFor although the film has one or thing else.
KILLING DAD
Dir. Michael Austin
TACKY.with a capital 'T' is the
word which springs to mind in
describing the film Killing Dad. It
is a production very much under
the influence of black humour, a
description which in itself makes
the following plot outline more
succinct than is actually portrayed.
Alastair, a neurotic door-todoor hair tonic salesman (Richard
E. Grant) travels incognito to
Southend to find his long-lost
father Nathy (Denholm Elliot)
who has written home in the hope
of a reconciliation. Nathy is found
living with his girlfriend (Julie
Waiters) staying in cheap hotels,
drinking, lying and borrowing
money. Thereafter, however, the
plot is really nothing more than
the title suggests- "Killing Dad"
(or trying to). The motives behind
this homicidal bent could perhaps
stem from an Oedipus complex,
although this is by no means
developed to any great extent.

two (literally!) amusing touches
this general lack of humour is not
compensated for by any underlying message or even some
thought-provoking ·ideas. Even
their attempts at parodying the Brated movies everyone has had
the misfortune to come across at
some time or another, fail dismally, and result instead in selfridicule. The film is not quite so
"hilarious" and "hysterical" as its
advertising campaign would want
us to believe.
is
Such
disappointment
deepened even further considering what could have been
achieved with the talents of three
major actors. This film can be
summed up as a series of often
unrealistic incidents and conversations in a setting which is tacky .
to the extent of being overdone. ·
Frequent use of the fast forward
button greatly improved an otherwise dreadful hour and a half.
However, to ahve avoided the
film altogether would have been
infinitely preferable!
Ruth Lumb

and fellowship. He is willing to
show the bad sides of the characters he likes (Cyril/Shirley) and is
utterly damning of those he
doesn't, but, unusually for Leigh ,
his final message is one of quiet
optimism; that despite the terrible
economic and social divisions in
this country, it is still possible to
improve the world by being kind
to those around us.
With excellent performances
from all the cast adding to the
depressing realism, this is not a
movie for anyone wanting to be
cheered, nor by any of the few
remaining Scottish Tories , but not
many directors combine a strong
message with such good humour
a~ Mike Leith, so it ought to be
seen by all.
Toby Scott

live minutes of the film. With sies cavorting on a giant phallus as
expectations of beautiful gypsy a fertility ritual. Throughout, the
kids finally embodying their love, acting seemed hamstrung by a
the plot unfolds.
poor script and frustrating
Raggedy Rawney has, from the · characterisation in a confusing setoutset, a feeling of Bob Hoskins tin g.
satisfying his creative ego between
bigger and better films. Here he
Raggedy Rawney is a bemusing
not only acts, but directs as well as film. Its strangeness ·leaves one
eo-writing the screenplay. It will, cold and detached, not especially
for some, prove magical and bothered whether its subjects live
charming, but to me it was con- or die; are happy or sad. It is
tinually reminiscent of those worth seeing to appreciate that
nauseating Disney films about a Bob Hoskins can act in a bad film
Whilst on the run, a chance boy and an elephant. The whole and to understand that actors can,
encounter sees him meeting and situation seemed too fantastic as occasionally, be better off working
falling in love with a beautiful Tom suddenly possessed 'magical' with animals.
gypsy girl - Jessie. But of course, powers when he was Rawney,
as all keen movie-goers know, the wearing a dress and face-paint.
Magnus Willis
By and large, the storyline is
course of true love never did run
smooth, especially when the two : weak and elicits little emotion save
~rospective lovers meet in the first the humour induced from the gyp-

RAGGEDY RAWNEY
Dir: Bob Hoskins
TOM, a sensitive young man,
finds himself recruited to a
war in which he'd rather not
be fighting. After an attack,
in a fit of uncharacteristic violence, Tom stabs one of his
superiors in the face and, to
everyone's surprise, runs
away.

Roselyne and the Lions

The Cook, The Thief, His Wife and Her Lover
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Make a New Year's Resolution to spend
time with two charming gentlemen...
· ,..-. ,,

... who enjoy nothing more than lying, cheating
and laughing at people who cry...
They're Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
.
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